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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to identify what background in 

leadership roles teachers bring to the transition from practitioner to leader, 

and to describe their responses to that transition. 

The participants included four teachers who had responsibilities other 

than teaching classes during the regular work day. Each of the four 

participants taught two or three classes and then served in a leadership role 

for the remainder of the day. The study is qualitative and questionnaires, 

interviews, and observations were used to collect data. 

9 

The study found that teachers have little preparation and experience for 

assuming leadership positions. The findings also indicate that teachers 

experience frustration and conflict as a result of interacting with their 

colleagues. The study's final chapter presents a set of issues which are 

critical to consider as preservice teachers are prepared to teach and are 

inducted into district teaching positions. 



Chapter 1 

Prologue 
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When I started my teaching career my vision was to work with my 

students in my own classroom. I saw the principal as the "boss/lead0r". In 

the late 1960's the few teacher leadership opportunities were typically high 

school department head positions. Department heads often stayed in their 

positions until retirement, thereby limiting the opportunities for movement by 

other teachers into leadership positions. 

My career as a teacher began in 1968 teaching eighth and ninth grade 

English. My first teaching assignment was in a junior high school, grades 7,8, 

and 9. This was the same junior high school where I had been a student and 

wher(~ my father had been the principal. I had become a peer of my former 

teachers. My rational voice told me I was a teacher, my emotional side said I 

was a student and these people were still my teachers. What was true was 

that they were my teachers in a very different sense than in previous years. 

Not too much time passed before I became anxious about how my older 

colleagues viewed my ability to teach. I feared that they were getting reports 

from my students about events in my classroom and how well I did or didn't 

manage the students. Again, these were my perceptions and not reality. 

Conversations with other teachers revealed that the feedback on my classes 

was positive and that the students viewed me as a cool teacher. My first year 

was filled with dramatic changes and movement from survival mode to 

disillusionment to a small level of confidence. I was challenged by my class 

of "Gifted" eighth grade English students and intimidated by my ninth grade 
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English class filled with student athletes and a number of boys who had been 

retained in ninth grade. 

I ~elieved I was gaining confidence in my ability to teach and my 

relationships with colleagues until the fall of my second year of teaching 

when there was a teachers' strike. I was stunned. No one talked about a 

strike in Education 101. Not one professor discussed what to do when 

teachers vote to strike. I felt like I had just been given a ruler to measure the 

distance between a rock and a hard place. It was during the time prior to the 

strike and during the strike that I made a decision about how to conduct 

myself professionally. My choice was to be involved in making decisions 

that impacted my own and my colleagues' professional lives. I worked in a 

state that required membership in the professional organization and therefore 

we were not given a choice to strike or not to strike. The association voted to 

strike and we were out of the classroom for one week before a settlement 

could be reached. I felt lost and extremely disillusioned during that week. I 

wanted to be at school with my students, yet I found myself sitting in a VFW 

Hall building picket signs and discussing strategies to prolong the strike 

should an offer be made from management that was unacceptable to the 

membership. I was afraid and unsure of myself, questioning my career choice 

while at the same time supporting the leadership of the association for their 

courage to stand up for their beliefs. After a week we returned to school and 

to our students. But we did not return to the same climate that was present 

when we left. The atmosphere was filled with uncertainty, self doubt, and 

guilt about the lost week of instruction. Establishing relationships with 

colleagues is key for teacher leadership. However, in order to have positive 



interactions with colleagues there cannot be a climate of disequilibrium and 

stress. As I reflected about my experience I asked, "How do teachers 

establish credibility with their peers as well as their students?" 
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The principal of my first school had been my former teacher and a 

personal friend of my father's. He was in the position more because of his 

length of service than his abilities as a leader. I became frustrated as I 

watched other teachers follow procedures that were antiquated and 

inappropriate, just because the principal said to do so. No one was willing to 

step out and challenge what was happening. The "lounge" talk revealed that 

others were frustrated and wanted changes, yet no one was willing to take the 

lead. I worked hard as a first year teacher just trying to maintain my classes. 

Early in the school year I was offered an additional responsibility, the 

sponsorship of the school yearbook. I was excited about the opportunity to 

be involved in an activity outside of my teaching responsibilities and felt that 

this was a chance to gain a different perspective on what was happening in 

the school. I remember asking another teacher for advice on several of my 

lessons and some classroom management strategies. She became an 

informal mentor to me as I worked with the curriculum and developed my 

instructional strategies. Yet, she was critical of me for taking on the 

yearbook and indicated that the reason I accepted the assignment was 

because I was a new teacher and didn't know any better. I assured her that I 

wanted to contribute to the school in some way other than through my 

teaching duties and the yearbook seemed a prime opportunity for me to 

become more involved with the school. I worked hard as a first year teacher 

just trying to maintain my classes. Under my sponsorship we published the 
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first yearbook in 10 years and we published on time. It was a great feeling of 

accomplishment for my students and for me. I was hopeful about the 

possibilities for similar experiences in and ~utside of the classroom. 

During my tenure at the third high school in which I taught I had the 

opportunity to serve as the Head Counselor, Team Leader of the Drug and 

Alcohol prevention team, Class Sponsor, Chair of a North Central Evaluation 

Committee, and was responsible for organizing school wide programs which 

focused on staff development. My regular assignment was to serve as Head 

of the Counseling and Guidance Department and in that capacity I was 

responsible for a case load of 425 students. We won numerous awards and 

recognition at the school, including the National Secondary School Award 

from the U. S. Department of Education and the National Drug Free School 

Award, also from the U. S. Department of Education. My opportunity for 

leadership had grown and I was energized by the opportunity to collaborate 

with my peers and work as a team. Our prevention team divided up the work 

of planning and facilitating student and faculty retreats. We also shared the 

responsibility of developing parent programs and sponsoring fund-raising 

activities to sustain our programs. Each of these relationships created a 

different set of dynamics between the team members and among other staff 

members outside the team. I found myself concentrating on how to interact 

with my peers, so that they didn't think I set myself above them because of 

the work I did on the team and on other committees around the school. As 

comfortable as I was with what I was doing outside my job as a counselor I 

still felt uncomfortable around some of my colleagues and often felt 

embarrassed about the recognition I received as a result of my work. 
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I came to believe that an important question needed an answer: "What 

are leadership opportunities for teachers and how can we create conditions 

which support teacher leadership?" This study is an attempt to continue the 

search for an answer to that important question. 

Context 

It seems to me that teaching is an evolutionary process in that no day 

looks or feels like the previous nor does any year look or feel like the year 

before. What I perceived to be my understanding of what it meant to be a 

teacher changed each day. I didn't get complete satisfaction from my classes. 

I needed to be involved in the bigger school picture and found little 

opportunity to do so. 

For me, the rules of "the game" of teaching changed the longer I 

worked. I didn't wait to be asked to be involved with the school community 

outside my classroom. I felt compelled to take a risk and some ownership for 

the relationship among and between my colleagues. Just as I became more 

involved in small leadership roles during my first two years of teaching my 

life changed and I moved out of the state. The dilema for me was that I had 

made the decision to step out and risk possible negative reactions from my 

colleagues for taking responsibility for improving the culture of the school as 

well as instruction, and then I went to a new state, new school, and new staff 

and had to take new risks. Once again I was the "new kid" and "what did I 

know?" I had to find my way into a new school culture and gain acceptance 

from my peers before I could take any sort of leadership role at the school 

and be accepted. 
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Risk Taking 

My new assignment was at a high school open only two years and 

designed in the "open-school concept" of the early 1970's. The concept was 

new and few of us at the school understood how our teaching behavior3 fit 

into the different physical environment of the school. We were to "team 

teach" with another teacher in a related discipline. I was teamed with a social 

studies teacher and we taught 11 th grade English and American History, or 

American Problems. I was a third year teacher but it was my first year at the 

high school level and my first year at that particular school. Not only was I 

transitioning into high school and learning a new curriculum, I was trying to 

learn the culture of the school. I was given the first and only speech class at 

the school. I had 21 students, three of those transfers from a private parochial 

school who had been competing in local speech contests for the past two 

years and expected to continue to do so at the new school. I had no 

experience in speech competition or in coaching students for that kind of 

experience but I was willing to investigate the process and detennine if our 

"team" could compete. 

I went to see the Assistant Principal for Student Activities to discuss 

what needed to be done so the three students could compete in the city-wide 

tournaments. I was informed that because I was "new" and the students were 

new we had no record on which to base a request for funds to enter the 

tournament. My response was, " ... how could we gain experience if we didn't 

begin participating?" To which he responded that he couldn't help me and 

with no experience we probably wouldn't win anything anyway. I was so 

angry at this man that I couldn't react so I left his office. As I drove home 
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that night I decided to make him a deal. I would pay the entry fee on the 

condition that I would be refunded that money if the students took a first 

place in any of the categories in which they were entered. I went back to the 

students and told them we could enter the competition and we began the long 

hours of preparation. I had taken my first opportunity for leadership and was 

energized by the challenge. Despite the fact that I had little interaction with 

or support from my colleagues, there was encouragement for my venture into 

the arena of competitive speaking from my "teammate." Much to my relief 

two of the three students entered in the speech tournament won a first place in 

their division. All speech tournaments were on Saturday, I spent all day, from 

7am to 7pm at the tournament, for which I received no extra pay. Monday 

morning I went to the Assistant Principal to collect my refund. He paid up 

and our team competed for the remainder of the year, and we continued to 

win. His reaction was less than enthusiastic and not supportive. 

Relationship 

Increasingly I looked for ways to involve myself in the school outside 

of my regular teaching schedule. My journey from being a traditional teacher 

in the traditionally isolated " cottage industry" of teaching, to one who wanted 

collaboration and believed in seeking opportunities to make a difference in 

the "big picture" of the school, took me to another high school where I was 

back to finding where I fit into a new school culture. I needed to learn the 

norm of behavior for teachers relative to the expectations of the principal, 

who continued to be the only formally identified leader of the school. I found 

it difficult to be involved in school decision-making because the 

administration of the school did not encourage or invite a participatory 
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relationship from the teaching staff. The climate of top down decision

making at this school was a problem for me in that I found little 

encouragement for my adventurous spirit and need to influence my peers. I 

did however, find one small arena in which I could have some input, and that 

was on a curriculum committee. My part of the committee was developing 

new courses for ninth grade English students. I volunteered to pilot one of 

the courses the following year. It turned out to be popular with the students 

and we kept it in the department as an elective course. I was beginning to 

feel frustrated and found little satisfaction outside my classroom. I spent 

three years at the school and was not feeling much excitement for teaching or 

for the school. I decided to leave and did so at the end of my third year. 

What I determined about the school I left was that it was not organized 

to be a learning organization. The administration wanted the status quo and 

did not encourage change on the part of the faculty or students. My need was 

to learn and feel energized by learning and it wasn't met. In the three schools 

where I had taught there was little or no opportunity to collaborate with my 

peers. The system was hierarchical and the principal was the leader, like it or 

not. I was rarely engaged in a professional discussion about teaching with 

other teachers. The level of conversation did not reflect much beyond the so 

called lounge talk that was more of a gripe session than an exchange of 

thoughtful reflections by professionals. I was hopeful my new school would 

offer more opportunities to learn and collaborate with my colleagues. 

Empowennent 

The new assignment was a 7-12 combination junior high and high 

school. During the usual period of adjustment to a new enviromnent, I 
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determined that the new school had the potential to be an exciting place 

where teachers were involved in the decision making process and 

acknowledged for their knowledge and expertise about teaching. It didn't 

take long for me to be assigned the junior high newspaper. Since I had no 

experience with a school newspaper, I felt uncomfortable with the task. I 

tried to refuse to take on the additional work but that was not an option. I 

soon learned this school was also a very hierarchical structure. So I took on 

the newspaper and did what I could to make it successful. Even though I was 

new to the school I was assigned a student teacher for two periods of the day. 

There was some reluctance on my part to involve a student teacher in what 

was a new experience for me but I determined we might as well learn 

together about journalism. As it evolved, my student teacher took over the 

newspaper and was subsequently hired to teach part-time the second semester 

and he took over the paper completely. During my first year at the school I 

did very little besides teach my classes because I had a baby just before the 

winter break and didn't go back to teaching until the beginning of February. 

In my second year however, I took over the high school yearbook, was 

the senior class sponsor, and team taught (actually it was more turn teaching), 

with a social studies teacher. In my third and fourth years at the school I 

became involved in a curriculum committee and was invited to take the lead 

in a sex equity project sponsored by the county. That program spanned over 

three years and was curriculum based as well as student and teacher behavior 

focused. During this time my classroom was next door to an experienced 

teacher for whom I had great respect. He taught a class called Logic and I 

wanted to know more about the class so I could incorporate some of the 
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concepts into my Senior English class. He allowed me to visit his classroom 

during my planning period, which was enormously helpful. The English 

Department at this school was characterized by.collaboration and this allowed 

each of us to work with our peers in a positive and non-threatening 

atmosphere. Conversely, department members rarely collaborated with other 

departments and held a somewhat elitist attitude about their work with 

students. I continued to work with my classes as well as with other 

committees and responsibilities on campus. I moved into the area of 

counseling during my last semester at the school and found a new frontier for 

learning. After six years at this high school I moved to a full-time cOlU1seling 

position at another high school in the district. 

Collaboration 

After my first week on the job I was asked to participate on a team that 

was working on developing a substance abuse prevention program for the 

school. Within two more weeks I was the chair of a subcommittee and took a 

leadership role in planning and developing the entire program. I was 

energized and secure in the fact that this was a school that valued 

collaborative relationships and invited participatory decision-making. During 

the six years I was at the school I became the Department Chair for 

Counseling and Guidance, Team Leader for the Prevention Program, as well 

as a district trainer for Human Resources, and a prevention specialist and 

consultant for the Department of Education in Arizona. I served as a member 

of the State Prevention Committee, and was a trainer for five years for the 

state Drug and Alcohol Prevention Commission. I was engaged with the 

professional development of teachers at our school in a number of programs 
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which I developed in collaboration with my colleagues. Central to all of these 

efforts was a principal who saw the staff as professionals who could make 

decisions just as well as she. The school was organized with the fustructional 

Council as the primary decision-making body. The Instructional Council 

included all the department chairs and the administrators. Most major 

decisions impacting the school were either made by the Instructional Council, 

or the group was at least asked to respond to an issue, even if there was no 

decision-making power on that particular issue. 

As I went about my work I noticed that our prevention team sometimes 

had difficulty agreeing on how things were done and that we often didn't 

share the same commitment to the task. There was discussion about how 

other faculty members reacted to our efforts. We all had concerns about 

being accepted by our peers because our roles were often different from those 

of a typical classroom teacher in that we performed duties other than our 

teaching assignment. 

Reflections on Leadership 

In thinking about my own experiences I became curious about how 

other teachers responded to taking leadership roles at the school beyond their 

regular teaching assignment. As the preceding narrative illustrates, the role of 

a leader is defined by the individual, the colleagues, and the context. In 

addition it seemed to me that we were attempting to define our leadership 

roles as well as those of our colleagues. According to Wasley ( 1992), 

teacher leaders influence and engage their colleagues in improving their 

practice. I was not cognizant of that as my goal but in retrospect I would say 

in fact that our goal was to improve the conditions for teaching and learning. 
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Leadership according to Lam (1990), is not a set of discrete skills but an 

attitude that informs our behavior. After fifty years of study, the definition of 

leadership (Sergiovanni, 1993) continues to be a source of contradiction and 

conjecture. Warren Bennis (1959) contends that leadership is a clouded 

subject for social psychologists. "There may be more written and less known 

about leadership than any of the behavioral sciences" (p.259). According to 

Bennis and Nanus (1985) the past seventy-five years of investigation of 

leadership have produced little conclusive evidence about what characterizes 

an effective leader. The crux of the investigation of leadership had been to 

determine a style of leadership and how that fits with the satisfaction of the 

followers and how their reactions connect to the effectiveness of the 

organization. This method of infonning our practice regarding leadership has 

offered little to school improvement efforts. My experience is just one 

ex.ample of a teacher looking for leadership opportunities and thinking about 

how to mediate the connection between practitioner and leader. 

As a result of my own experience I detennined that leadership is not a 

term that is easily definded. Leadership as I percieve it is a set of 

relationships developed between two colleagues or among an entire staff. 

John Gardner (1989), gave a pointed summary ofleadership:"Leaders teach. 

Lincoln, in his second inaugural address, provided an extraordinary example 

of the leader as teacher. Teaching and leading are distinguishable 

occupations, but every great leader is clearly teaching--and every great 

teacher is leading" (p.18). In my experience it seems that I came to my 

definition of leadership as a result of a set of experiences which included my 

pre-service teaching, my first three years of teaching, as well as the 
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relationship with the community and parents. Leadership evolves over time 

and is a result of opportunities to develop relationships with colleagues that 

broaden the vision of schools so that they are not the isolated institutions that 

don't foster collaboration and cooperation among the entire school 

community. Leaders influence and engage their colleagues in relationships 

that promote improved practice (Wasley, 1992). It is within this 

understanding ofleadership that I will frame my study. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study is to identify what background in leadership 

roles teachers bring to the transition from practioner to leader, and to describe 

their responses to that transition. In order to accomplish this purpose it will 

be necessary to discover teacher leaders' preconceptions about leadership and 

what happens to those in the transition. Additionally, it will be important to 

determine what conditions at schools support teacher leadership. The 

teachers used in this study have no desire to become administrators nor are 

they preparing to asswne administrative positions. 

Statement of the Problem 

The search for teacher leaders is an endeavor which involves 2.5 

million teachers in over 15,000 school districts across the country (Wilson, 

1993). Despite the fact that teachers possess remarkable leadership skills, as 

a resource for school improvement they are often ignored. Included on the 

agenda of school restructuring are two themes, (1) creating learner-centered 

schools, (2) creating knowledge based schools (Darling-Hammond, 1994). If 

these items are important to school reform, then there must be a shift from 

top-down management to localleadership(teachers). Those involved in 
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school reform suggest that there need to be significantly different leadership 

roles for teachers and more support given for professionalism (Livingston, 

1992). The reality is that decisions in schools should be made by those 

closest to the learners, the teachers. This cannot be accomplished by viewing 

the teacher as a paraprofessional. Effective schools need strong leadership, 

"and the role of school leadership is not exclusive to principals. 

There is a significant body of research which identifies what teacher 

leaders do as well as the various roles in which they function (Bolman and 

Deal,1993; Livingston, 1992; 1993;Wasley, 1991). Little attention has been 

given to the cognitive processes teacher leaders experience as they shift from 

practitioner to leader, and how they interact with their colleagues after the 

shift into the leadership role. The present study is based on the theories 

grounded in leadership,(Sergiovani, 1992, 1993; Deal, 1991, 1993; Block, 

1993), change (Fullan, 1992,1993; Bridges, 1991), community (Barth, 1990; 

Sergiovani, 1994) teacher leadership(Fullan and Hargreaves, 1991; 

Livingston, 1992) and professional development (Griffin, 1991; Gusky, 1994; 

Little, 1992). Leadership was analyzed in terms of behavior and thinking, 

and how those guide teacher leaders to develop productive interactions with 

their colleagues. 

Research Questions 

This study was guided by the following questions. 

1. How have teachers been prepared to assume leadership roles? 

2. What are teachers' preconceptions about leadership? 

3. What do teachers anticipate will happen as a result of their 

transition from practitioner to leader? 



4. What are the conditons that support and sustain teacher leaders? 

Clearly, other questions will emerge as a result of this study. 

Procedures 

This study was qualitative, as dictated by its descriptive purpose. 
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Questionnaires were used to identify the participants. Interviews were used 

to gather the data which led to the profiles developed for each participant (see 

chapter 4). Observations were used to verifiy the comments made by 

participants and to provide me with critical information about the context of 

the workplace that helped me in analyzing the interviews. The observations 

were less formal and were used primarily to add to the profiles discussed in 

chapter fou. This method allowed me to investigate a complex phenomenon 

characterized by multiple variables. The participants came from various 

schools and grade levels in a large southwestern urban school district. 

Participants were selected based on their responses to a survey. The 

selection process included evaluating the responses with regard to 

membership in the Staff Development Teacher Cadre, participation in the 

district Leadership Academy, and role in current position. My purpose is to 

look at individual teachers and not groups. Therefore, I have selected only 

four teachers to profile the intentions of the study. None of the four teachers 

taught a full day. The four teachers met the criterion for the study because 

they were responsible for teaching classes and for performing other duties, for 

which they were released from teaching, during the course of a regular work 

day. 
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Definition of Tenns 

Teacher Leader. Teacher leadership is defined as facilitating school 

change by engaging colleagues in dialogue intended to improye practice. 

Teacher leadership for the purposes of this study focuses on the different 

leadership roles held by participants in the study and the relationship 

established with their colleagues. For example, one teacher was a department 

chair while another was released to conduct teacher inservice on a specific 

teaching strategy. Both selVed in leadership positions and were engaged with 

their colleagues for different purposes. 

Administration. Administration is based more on managerial and 

controlling aspects of power than on influence acquired through shared 

understandings and collegial respect (Livingston, 1992). Additionally, 

administration refers to the principal and assistant principal, the fonnal 

supervisory positions, in schools. Teachers in the study expressed little 

desire to pursue administrative training and found a gap between 

administration and leadership. 

Context. Numerous educational researchers have defined context in 

fundamentally different ways. For the purpose of this study I define context 

as it relates to workplace conditions such as elements that are supportive of 

teachers' role in decision making and professional development (Rosenholtz, 

1991). The organization of the school and climate are what constitute the 

context of teachers' work. In this case the context is defined from the 

perspective of the teacher leader. 

Community of Learners. A community oflearners indicates that all 

who are part of the community ( in this case the school), students, teachers, 



parents, and administrators, work together to discover all they can about 

human learning and improving schooling. What one person discovers is 

shared and acknowledged by everyone else (Barth, 1990). The conditions 

which exist in a community of learners supports the notion that principals, 

students, and teachers will become serious and committed to lifelong 

learning. 

Significance 
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Teacher leadership currently plays a significant role in schools and is 

expected to play an even more pivotal part in schools of the 21 st Century. 

The call for teacher leadership came from the dissatisfaction with the current 

state of education (Wasley, 1991). Teachers must take a more active role in 

leading the restructuring of education. By taking leadership positions 

teachers will also take responsibility for their own professional growth. If we 

are to identify ways in which teachers can contribute to the schools' 

community through assuming leadership roles, we must understand the 

thinking of teachers who shift from practitioner to leader. Additionally, we 

must consider the conditions that support and sustain teacher leaders as they 

work together. Of importance too, are the implications for schools, as 

teachers become part of the school culture and for universities, as teachers are 

prepared to enter the profession. The overall vision for education must view 

teachers in leadership roles and set the expectation that teachers participate in 

leadership opportunities (Livingston, 1992). The move to professionalize 

teaching is a powerful step in rethinking how we organize schools and change 

the way teachers participate in the professional context. As teachers assume 

more leadership roles the culture of schools may change dramatically. 



Chapter 2 

Review of the Literature 

The review of the literature followed four lines of inquiry relevant to 

the study: Literature related to the teacher change process, teacher 

leadership, professional development, and school as community. The 

purpose of the review is to provide a theoretical framework for the research 

problem and question. 
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The first section of this chapter focuses on the literature related to the 

change process, the nature of the change process, and the impact it has on 

school restructuring, more specifically, teacher leaders. The discussion 

focuses on the implications for change and how teachers drive innovations in 

education. Professional development is the focus of the second section of this 

chapter. Included in the third section is a review of the studies related to 

building community in schools. The fourth section is devoted to a discussion 

of teacher leadership. 

In the words of Phil Schlecty, "If schools always do what they have 

done, they will always get what they have got." (Brandt, 1993). My argument 

is that teachers need to have the opportunity to develop a knowledge base for 

leadership. Change in the structure of school leadership proposes that 

members of the school community in addition to the principal or other 

administrators, need to assume leadership roles. In schools where 

innovations are being implemented successfully, there is an additional 

facilitator, not just the principal (Hord, Ruling, and Stiegelbauer, 1983). 

Some educational reform efforts are focused on redefining leadership within 
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the context of enhancing the quality of teachers. The National Commission 

on Excellence in Education (1983) called for " ... the transfolIDation of schools 

into places regarded for their professional autonomy where teacher leadership 

is apparent." (Association of Teacher Educators, 1986, p. 9). 

Change 

Change is a fact of life. Critical to surviving and thriving on change is 

the understanding that change is a process which occurs over time. 

Ultimately, it's the transition that is difficult, not the change (Bridges, 1991). 

Across the country educators are calling for fundamental changes in how we 

organize schools and deliver instruction. Driving the changes in current 

educational structures are social and economic conditions, technology, and a 

diverse student population. In addition to these concrete efforts there is the 

constant voice of public opinion that schools are not doing a good job of 

preparing young people to be productive members of society. Myriad reform 

efforts and school restructuring plans are on the desks of legislators, written 

about in educational journals, and woven into district and school staff 

development plans. Despite our best efforts at installing different ways of 

thinking about curriculum and innovative instructional strategies, most 

proposed innovations are met with resistance and skepticism. It seems that 

we have miscalculated what it takes to change how we function in schools. 

Educators are pursuing new ways of thinking about schooling which will 

involve major adjustments to our thinking about teaching and learning. 

Essential to understanding change is that it is dynamic and unpredictable 

(Fullan, 1993). This discussion will focus on the nature of the change 



process, the management of change, and possible strategies to sustain an 

innovation in teacher development. 
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Any change involves los~. The loss may be viewed as either in death 

or in spirit (Deal, 1990). The premise is that any change, either in the 

classroom or in the school, is a loss. A loss of a familiar and safe practice 

may be threatening to a teacher or to a faculty. That sense ofloss produces a 

set of anxieties and behaviors which, if not acknowledge and processed, will 

jeopardize the success of the innovation. As in the case of loss, individuals 

must find meaning that makes sense for them. The process of making sense 

out of the change is what Bridges (1991) calls transitions, and what Schon 

(1971) calls "passing through zones of uncertainty ... the situation of being at 

sea, of being lost, of confronting more information than you can handle" (p. 

12). Bridges (1991) warns that if there is not a transition, there will be no 

change. He outlines change as a three step process: ending, neutral zone, 

and a new beginning. People do not resist the actual change; what becomes 

problematic are the losses and endings. The emotional experience that comes 

while in the neutral zone is most anxiety producing and is most often the most 

difficult part of the process. Bridges suggests that there is a variety of 

strategies for assisting people through the transition. The most significant 

problem in the change process, according to Bridges, is the lack of readiness 

for endings and losses. In order to honor and acknowledge the loss, it is 

important to give credence to the loss by having a public ceremony, or 

something similiar, that illustrates the significance of the loss. Another error 

made by organizations involved in change is to rush through the neutral zone. 

Since this zone is at the heart of the process, what occurs there can guide the 
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entire innovation. Bridges indicates that a change has the potential for being 

successful if new beginnings are encouraged and nurtured. The time in the 

neutral zone is the best opportunity for" creativity, renewal, and 

development" (p. 6). It is in the neutral zone where new meaning can 

emerge. 

It is important at this point to consider the Concerns-Based Adoption 

Model (CBAM) (Hord, Rutherford, Huling':Austin, & Hall, 1987). The 

stages of concern in the model represent the thoughts and feelings expressed 

by those individuals involved in a change from the awareness stage to the 

refoscusing stage. Questions asked at the personal stage come from concerns 

about "self' (What is it and what will it mean to me?) These concerns are 

supported by the knowledge that an individual's identity and self-concept may 

be at stake (Fullan, 1982). The stages of concern are developmental and not 

necessarily linear. It is critical that support be given at this stage which 

encourages dialogue with colleagues and risk-free experimentation. Meaning 

must come from a combination of individual and group investigation. 

Without this element the near occurrence of change may be the result. 

Central to understanding the change process is examining why reform 

efforts have failed. Fullan and Miles (1992) posit seven basic reasons why 

reforms have failed. 

1. Faulty maps of change. All involved in the effort tend to have their 

own idea of what is needed and how to proceed through the 

process. Ideas about the process are sometimes expressed in the 

following ways: every school is unique ... you need to live reform 

one day at time ... full participation of everyone involved in a change 
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is essential ... mandate change, because people won't do it otherwise. 

The point is, if people go into the process holding these perceptions, 

the reform will fail. 

2. Complex Problems. Issues of education reform are not simple. 

Because education is dynamic, changing it is complex and involves 

developing solutions as the process evolves. Additionally, the 

process, because of its complexities, stretches over time. 

3. Symbols over substance. Symbolic change is often enough for 

policy-makers and politicians (McLaughlin, 1990). Change must 

have substance, and to get that takes time and hard work. If people 

have only seen symbolic change then their energy for continuous 

change efforts will be lessened and the impact minimal. 

4. Impatient and superficial solutions. Many changes come to schools 

as fads which support the "quick fix." Since the issues are complex 

and the process takes time, hurried approaches to solving problems 

may lead to failure. The structure must change, but structural 

change needs to be combined with school culture and the individual 

differences of those involved. The process is often trial and error, 

or monitor and adjust, which again takes time. 

S. Misunderstanding resistance. It is important not to categorize the 

slow pace of change as resistance. Change involves letting go of 

old familiar ways of doing things and adopting new methods. That 

is difficult, fearful, and personal which is an authentic response to 

change, not resistance. Failing to understand how individuals and 
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groups transition sets up negative interactions that may impede the 

process. 

6. Attrition of pockets of success. Success of reform efforts often 

occurs in a classroom or in a school. If those pockets of success, 

won through the hard work of a few individuals, are not supported 

by those outside the schools, they will not be sustainable. The 

inability to institutionalize innovations is symptomatic of a 

breakdown in the system which supports continuous improvement. 

7. Misuse of knowledge of the change process. Focusing on only 

certain aspects of the process such as: "The school as the unit of 

change," "Ownership is the key to reform," "Vision and leadership 

are critical," can lead to misusing our knowledge about change. We 

must consider how all components are interrelated within the entire 

system if change agendas are to succeed. 

Lessons of Change. If there is agreement that these seven reasons for 

the future of school reform efforts have merit, then what do educators do with 

what has been learned from failed efforts? Fullan (1993) outlines eight 

lessons of change which need to be considered in thinking about the process 

of educational change. He believes that by identifying what has been learned 

over the past three decades, educators can create increased capacity for 

managing change. Lesson number one is that a top-down approach will not 

be successful. What's important are skill, creative thinking, and committed 

action (McLaughlin, 1990). The important point is to deal with people, not a 

mechanism. These factors relating to change have significance because if 

teachers are being asked to use computers across the curriculum, to develop 
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thinking and problem-solving skills, to implement cooperative learning, or to 

change assessment practices, opportunities must be provided for teachers to 

learn skills, and to develop the capacity, commitment, and motivation which 

will facilitate different work behaviors and create changed workplaces. One 

cannot force another person to think differently or coerce someone to develop 

a new skill. The course of change must be charted by those involved and 

navigated by those who facilitate effective professional growth opportunities. 

Lesson number two suggests that change is "a journey, not a blueprint" 

(p. 126). It is possible to "blueprint" change, says Fullan, if a single, proven 

innovation is being implemented. The reality is most school districts are 

involved in multiple change efforts at the same time. It is for this reason that 

those who are the identified change agents must develop the capacity in 

individuals and groups to participate in continuous inquiry and problem 

identification and solving that is creative and ongoing. 

Lesson number three proposes that problems are our friends. Fullan 

means that it is through problems that we develop creative solutions to the 

current issues which confront education. Organizations which are productive 

look for problems and confront them rather than hide from them. According 

to Fullan, Louis, and Miles (1990), successful schools don't have fewer 

problems; but what is present in some schools and not others is the 

persistence, commitment, and capacity to deal with problems more effectively 

and to develop creative solutions along the way. 

Vision and strategic planning come later in the change process is the 

position taken by Fullan in lesson four. This position on vision and planning 

is somewhat controversial since much time and energy is being focused on 
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developing a shared vision for our schools. Fullan's perspective is defined by 

the fact that people need time to reflect on past experiences before they can 

envision the future. He also says that a shared vision evolves as a result of 

dynamic interaction of members and leaders of the group, which takes time 

and requires that the vision building process be fluid. Fullan suggests that 

knowledge and skill development are essential because without a knowledge 

base and skill, the vision is only on the surface. Ultimately, the 

recommendation is that the vision building process remain open to refinement 

and to continuous molding. 

Lesson munber five presents a paradox. There must be a balance 

between isolation and "group think" (p. 127). Despite the fact that 

professional isolation is present in schools, collaboration is not the desired 

opposite. "Pushed to extremes, it becomes group-think, uncritical confonnity, 

unthinking acceptance of the latest solution, and suppression of individual 

dissent. Groups are more vulnerable to fads than individuals," says Fullan (p. 

128). Individual thought and combined inquiry should equal value. The 

caution is not to lose the individual by promoting collegiality. 

The message in lesson six is that neither centralization nor 

decentralization works. According to Fullan, successful change occurs 

"simultaneously, top-down and bottom-up" (p. 128). Central office must 

build capacity in schools for self-renewal and change. A high degree of 

communication, interaction, and support between the district and the school is 

needed for lasting change to occur. 

Lesson seven connects the school to a wider environment. Successful 

schools are characterized by the understanding that there is valuable 
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information and support outside of the school community. Individuals in 

these schools value the people Joel Barker calls "shifters," those people 

outside the system who come in and "s~e up" the organization. Teachers in 

schools that "move" (Rosenholtz, 1989) tap into ideas that are "out there" and 

use those in combination with the expertise of the "inside." 

The final lesson from Fullan's comments on change indicates that 

everyone within the organization must be a change agent and effective at 

managing change. The complexities of change are so great that no single 

person can possibly internalize and facilitate the process. Moreover, formal 

leaders working alone cannot bring about sustained change. The more people 

in schools, specifically teachers, who take action to fundamentally transform 

their envirorunents, the greater the chances for creating the capacity to alter 

the system. 

In the case of schools I suggest we look for stability. Teachers are 

routinely overloaded with students, added duties, meetings, and myriad tasks, 

as well as numerous district-focused reform efforts. The conditions under 

which teachers attempt to perform their many tasks offer inadequate time for 

planning, thinking, or discussion with colleagues. In order to understand 

what must change for teachers, I will discuss the study about what teachers 

do and think conducted by Lortie (1975). Lortie conducted his study in Dade 

County, Florida, and the Boston area, where he interviewed 94 elementary 

and secondary teachers. His findings were summarized by Fullan (1991) in 

nine points. 
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1. Teacher training does not equip teachers to deal with the real issues 

in the classroom. The most significant problem is classroom 

management and student-teacher relationships. 

2. Teachers are isolated from their colleagues and deal with their 

problems and worries. 

3. The culture of teaching tends to be one of isolation rather than 

collaboration. Teachers do not have a norm that there is a 

technology for teaching but agree that student learning is influenced 

more by outside factors (family background) rather than by the 

knowledge and skill of the teacher. 

4. Teachers do not typically ask for help from their colleagues. 

Rather, they look for "tricks" that may aid them in specific 

situations. It is not generally agreed that there is a set of 

understandings that applies to classroom practice which impact 

student learning. 

5. Teacher effectiveness is detennined by teachers' own informal 

observations and not by a formal observation process which uses 

multiple sources for feedback. 

6. The predominant teacher rewards were labeled "psychic rewards" 

by 80% of the 6,000 teachers studied. Respect from others was 

second on the list of rewards by 36% of the teachers studied. 

7. Teachers reported that they took pride in having success with one 

student at one point and another student at some other time. This is 

a contrast to group success such as raising student achievement 

levels on tests given to a group of students. 



8. Teachers have a sense of uncertainty regarding their impact on 

students. Of the teachers studied by Lortie, the primary source of 

frustration noted was the inability to assess teacher impact on 

student learning. 
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9. Teacher comments on the use of innovations in their classrooms 

indicated that teachers wanted additional work time related to their 

classroom activities (all tasks which teachers perform alone) and 

not time spent working with colleagues for the purpose of changing 

their practice. Specifically, teachers reported classroom 

interruptions as a primary source of annoyance. 

To further understand the conditions which create the capacity for 

teacher change, I will examine additional studies over the last ten years which 

support Lortie's conclusions. In a study published in 1984, Goodlad found 

that conditions under which teachers operate continue to be isolated, single 

person events. He found little evidence of teachers having professional 

dialogues with colleagues about their work of teaching (1984). Rosenholtz 

(1989) also found that the majority of schools in her study (65 out of78) were 

tenned "stuck" for teachers and students because there was little time spent 

working on school-wide goals, limited time for teachers to collaborate, and no 

formal time given for teacher learning (professional growth). Fullan (1991) 

reports on studies which were conducted to examine the issue of how 

teachers viewed the profession. In a study done by Reese and associates (in 

Fullan, 1991) 71 % of female elementary teachers said teaching was their first 

choice of occupation. That response was given by 64% of male elementary 

teachers, 56% of female secondary teachers, and 37% of male secondary 
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teachers. In the first three groups, one in every five teachers has considered 

leaving teaching, while in the secondary male group, two of five have thought 

about changing careers. Also, as many as one-third to one half of new 

teachers leave teaching by the seventh year of teaching (Metropolitan Life, 

1985). It is important to consider the environment that surrounds teachers 

because it is these same workplace conditions which impact how change 

influences teachers and their work. 

Organizational change. Margaret Wheatley (1992), in her quest to 

better understand how organizations function, looked to science for a 

different way to explain organizational phenomena. She determined that our 

society has been driven by the Newtonian model of a machine with parts 

which must be individually understood and that understanding each part leads 

to understanding the whole. This reduces our view of the world to 

"materialism and reductionism" where our attention is given to things versus 

relationships. Wheatley contends that the primary value must be given to the 

whole or to the relationships existing among the apparently distinct parts. In 

the Newtonian model, changes in the parts signaled trouble that should 

immediately be "fixed." In Wheatley's view, systems have the capacity to 

respond to disorder with renewed life. In other words, it is from disorder that 

new ideas are born. This theory offers us an alternative approach to 

understanding change. The chaos theory is also relevant to this discussion. A 

metaphor which is appropriate is the thunderstorm. Thunderstorms are 

transformative and through the chaos of the storm, conditions are 

reconfigured. The process is similar to what happens to an innovation within 

an organization in that, through the chaos, a new set of conditions or new 



models emerge. As in the thunderstorm, where the result is due to the 

interaction of all aspects of the whole, so is change in an organization. 

Change occurs throughout because of the interrelationships that are inherent 

within the system. 
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Wheatley makes another key observation: She says there is order in 

disorder and that in the past in organizations (schools) the primary goal is to 

look for control. She suggests our quest, in the name of change, should be to 

search for order. It is in looking for order that we are finally able to see the 

whole system. The search for control in what Wheatley calls "old science" 

could be explained as product, while the "new science" represents the search 

for order, which is process. It is Weatley's belief that we know the necessity 

of vision and forward thinking, but rather than having strategic planning as 

the process our focus should be on strategic intent. Strategic intent, 

according to Wheately (1995), is working as a community of people who care 

about education. She asserts that our goal across all educational communities 

must lie in knowing what our purpose and target are, and which is 

fundamentally different from mapping a strategic plan. 

There is a close connection between Margaret Wheatley's thinking and 

that of Peter Senge (1990). His recommendation is that the old model, "the 

top thinks and the local acts," (p. 64) must embrace the belief that integrating 

thinking and acting at all levels will have more benefit to the organization. 

Senge says that to understand the organization we must understand the 

whole. In the context of schools, to understand the whole requires that all 

levels (district, school, community) be involved in reform efforts. In the case 

of a school district, systemic change involves focusing on the development 
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and interrelationships of all the main elements of the system at the same time. 

Changes may include improvement in curriculum, professional development 

of teachers, student support systems, communication with community, and 

budget. At the same time attention must be given to the culture of the system 

(Deal & Kennedy, 1982). Ask what are the rituals, symbols, and heroes that 

will be influenced by the change? 

Teacher Change. Activities associated with implementing change 

involve both long-term and short-term strategies. Short-term activities may 

include inservices on selected themes, such as leadership, cooperative 

learning, and assessment. Long-term opportunities involve vision building, 

teacher professional development (on-going), induction, and curriculum 

development, to name a few. Integral to all of these change efforts is the 

belief that work is collaborative and ongoing (Fullan, 1992). 

Richardson (1994), contends that teacher change through staff 

development is predicated by an examination of teacher beliefs. Helping 

teachers' examine their beliefs relative to their classroom practices offers 

teachers an opportunity to experiment with. alternative methods and then 

assume the responsibility for their practice, thus giving teachers the chance to 

continue to learn and to make reflection and inquiry a common practice. In 

the study conducted by Stallings and Krassavage (1986) ofa Madeline 

Hunter staff development process in Napa COlIDty, California, it was 

determined that in the third year of implementation, teachers used the 

instructional innovation less than they had in the previous two years. 

According to Stallings and Krasavage the loss of interest in the newly 

implemented instructional practices was because teachers were no longer 
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interested in their own learning. The argument is that unless teachers are 

excited about their own professional growth, the momentum of an innovation 

is difficult to maintain. This finding has relevance to the teacher change 

process because unless teachers are encouraged and motivated to learn and 

grow, change cannot be sustained over time. 

Rosenholtz's (1989) firidings support the process of inquiry and teacher 

learning in her definition of "stuck" and "moving" schools. In "moving" 

schools teachers are involved in continuous professional growth with their 

colleagues. Professional development is valued and infinite. According to 

Rozenholtz, "learning-enriched" (p. 80) schools are schools where 80% of the 

teachers reported that their own learning is continuous and that learning to 

teach is always in process. Since educational change surrounds teachers 

daily, on what basis do teachers determine the worth of a given change? 

An innovation may not offer teachers a change that is valued. Fullan 

(1991) offers four criteria by which teachers gauge the relevance of an 

innovation. 

1. Does the change potentially address a need? Will students be 

interested? Will they learn? Is there evidence that the change 

works, i.e., that it produces claimed results? 

2. How clear is the change in tenns of what the teacher will have to 

do? 

3. How will it affect the teacher personally in tenns of time, energy, 

new skill, sense of excitement and competence, and interference 

with existing priorities? 
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4. How rewarding will the experience be in terms of interaction with 

peers or others? (p. 127-28) 

Believing that rewards will come from an innovation is not common 

among teachers. Their first concern about how students will react to the 

innovation is grounded in their lack of understanding of the proposal. 

Teachers require an operational meaning of the change before they are able to 

determine the value to students. Since clarification is a process which 

involves experimentation, what must be present in any change process is an 

atmosphere of trust and support. Related to the concern for student response 

is the teacher expense of time and energy, as well as a feeling of self doubt. 

There is no guarantee of a return on the personal investment by the teacher. 

However, according to Huberman & Miles (1984), changes in practice do 

occur when the innovation involves a sense of mastery, excitement, and 

accomplishment for teachers. 

McLaughlin and Marsh (1990) reviewed the findings of the Rand 

Change Agent Study. That study identified four clusters of factors that are 

critical to implementing and sustaining local change efforts: institutional 

leadership, project implementation strategies, institutional motivation, and 

certain teacher characteristics. Under institutional motivation the critical 

component related to success was teacher commitment, which was largely 

influenced by personnel from the district office. Important to teachers was 

the perception that top administration (district level) was committed to the 

project. Collaborative planning, not top-down, also contributed to the 

success of a project. It takes central office leadership and a new vision to 

value and facilitate collaborative planning. The opportunity for professional 
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growth and the potential for intrinsic professional rewards were more 

important to teachers than extra pay. The implication for district staff is to 

have high expectations for professional development for teachers and to value 

their professionalism. 

Project implementation strategies and institutional leadership factors 

indicated that the training and activities related to the project must be 

developed and facilitated by the teachers involved in the project. A strong 

project planner was helpful but offered little lasting impact on the project. 

Institutional leadership pointed directly to the building principals. The 

attitude of the principal was key to long tenn implementation of the project. 

Additionally, the longevity of the principal in the building was identified as 

important. The district then must ensure that there is not frequent turnover 

among the principals, specifically in schools that are involved in a change 

effort. The need for effective principals requires the district to focus on 

providing professional development for administrators, current and 

prospective. The teacher characteristic factor supported the belief that staff 

development programs must take into account the personal vision and beliefs 

of the teachers involved. Teachers must be included in the decision making 

and planning process for the project (change effort). District level staffmust 

advocate for including teachers and building level staff in all stages of 

planning and implementation (McLaughlin & Marsh, 1990). 

Change is a common thread in many discussions about education. In a 

time when society has greatly altered and the nature of students who are 

coming to school is dramatically different, the public expects more from 

schools. Moreover, public education is in a financial crisis with little 
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discretionary funding for items such as supporting change efforts. All 

members of the educational community, not just teachers, must learn to 

manage the transition from "old" to "changes." As innovations and changes 

in practice occur, educators must provide a structure for schools to frame 

their thinking about how they modify the nature of their work in teaching and 

learning. 

The lack of consistent results for change efforts can be explained by 

the failure to strike a baJ,ance between the incentives and risks for the teachers 

involved in the change. Early in the process the necessity of the change, the 

clarity of purpose, and the benefits must be balanced. The first stages of 

change must be supported. Since first attempts with an innovation are 

frequently unpolished, support and a sense of progress are critical for all 

involved. This beliefwas established by Hall and Hord (1987) in their work 

with teachers' concerns and the Concerns Based Adoption Model. Teachers 

tend to react differently to an innovation depending on how the change is 

introduced. It is not uncommon for teachers to feel they get no rewards for 

attempting to change their practice or try an innovation. According to House 

(1974), what teachers get is the worst case scenario of a change effort, no 

student benefit, and the teacher cost is high. Often the benefits promised are 

not possible to achieve, there is oversell for the innovation, and the 

complexity of the change process is not recognized. The first level of the 

change for teachers is self. It is from self that teachers establish their 

professional identity. When a teacher's professional view of self is 

threatened, it is difficult to try something new (Fullan, 1991). Further, there 

are often simultaneous changes in front of teachers, which makes it virtually 
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impossible to implement all the changes being suggested. This does not offer 

teachers the opportunity to experiment, feel support, and get feedback, all of 

which are critical for successful change to occur. Commonly used strategies 

by those who promote change don't often work because a variety of faulty 

assumptions are made. Changes fall short because they come from a reality 

different from the teacher's. Additionally, innovations may work in theory but 

don't transfer into practice, or assumed student benefits are not appropriate to 

another teacher's students. Teachers' reasons for rejecting innovations sound 

as reasonable as the arguments from those who are suggesting the change. 

Despite the fact that change is not linear, and it is complex and messy, change 

must occur if teachers and students are to be enthusiastic about learning. If 

we in public education (or private) are to meet the needs of the 21 st Century 

graduate, we must fundamentally change the way we think about and practice 

our profession of teaching. 

Fullan (1991), argues that in order to influence the change process we 

must increase the school's and the teacher's capacity for managing change. 

The question often asked is, "Why is change needed in schools?" Sarason 

(1993), asks if teachers aren't excited about learning and personal and 

intellectual growth, how can they create conditions for learning for students? 

Arguably, teacher collaboration and collegiality is a fulcrum for teacher 

change. Teachers need skill-training as well as personal one-on-one 

opportunities with their colleagues. The opportunity to have a professional 

conversation with other teachers about an innovation or learning is key to 

change for teachers. For example, there must be an opportunity for peer 

observations and reflection related to an innovation. Teachers must decide if 
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the innovation is going to work for them, and it is through professional 

dialogue and interaction with other teachers that decisions about practice are 

best made (Fullan, 1991). Little (1990) offers a word of caution regarding 

teacher collaboration. She contends that teacher interaction is sometimes 

deceptive and that it leads to a false assurance that the interaction is creating 

positive results. Many forms of teacher collaboration are not strong links to 

teacher change, nor do they lead to a change in school culture. Simple 

sharing or storytelling are not necessarily consequential forms of interaction. 

"Joint work" (Little, 1990) encompasses processes such as collaborative 

planning, peer observation, and experimentation with practice. The 

fundamental concern is that teachers' collaboration be characterized by well 

informed choices about practice versus the reinforcement of poor habits. 

Teachers' time together must advance the understanding and creativity they 

bring to their work, not provide confirmation of existing conditions. 

Hargreaves (1990) calls the conditions described by Little, "contrived 

collegiality." He asserts that contrived collegiality may promote extensive 

teacher contact that does not lead to a productive end and takes time away 

from conversations that produce enduring change. 

It is important to consider the warnings related to superficial teacher 

interactions. In looking for school-wide change, Huberman (1990) says that 

it is more productive to start small than to propose an innovation that is 

widespread. Starting with small groups who model new practice gives other 

teachers an opportunity to observe an innovation and decide if it is 

appropriate for their practice. In creating several small pockets of change in a 



professional culture, deeper and more enduring improvement may occur 

(Hargreaves, 1989). 
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Change does not just involve a single innovation with widespread 

implementation. The meaning of change is more complex and encompassing 

than one innovation. Change, according to Fullan (1992), involves the culture 

of the school and the concept of the teaching profession. The problem with 

school change efforts is not focused on how to eliminate unmotivated, 

ineffective teachers, but instead how to energize good teachers and to assist 

in sustaining their energy throughout their career. Of equal importance to 

school change is the activity of the central office (district) state, and federal 

levels. It is more than teachers who need to change: Everyone associated in 

the school community has a responsibility to grow. 

Summary 

Change is complex, dynamic, and continuous. It is a series of endings 

and beginnings which are anxiety producing and thought provoking. It is a 

paradox, chaotic and orderly. Change is characterized by a constant search 

for understanding. Change creates the capacity for renewal. Central to all 

change efforts is improved student learning. Currently, school refonn has two 

major endeavors: Comprehensive interconnected approaches to change must 

be developed: and moreover, there must be integration of all staff 

development and school improvement efforts so that all levels of the 

organization are served. People change first, then the system. The task is to 

create the capacity for fundamental change to occur. 
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Professional Deve]opment 

Creating schools as the center for inquiry or as learning communities is 

an idea that is driving much of the discussion about school improvement and 

school reform. A discussion of school renewal cannot take place without 

considering the issue of teacher change. Teacher change currently stands as 

an issue of increasing interest among educators concerned with school 

improvement. Professional development plays an enormously critical role in 

the teacher change process. Fundamental to the discussion are the questions: 

Who is responsibile for professional growth? What works for teachers? and 

What role do teachers play in staff development? 

Before the identification and discussion of the major issues which 

surround professional growth, the term staff development must be defined and 

placed in a context. Within the framework of school renewal, staff 

development can be defined as "a serious and systematic effort to engage a 

group of professional educators who work together, a staff, in activities 

designed specifically to increase the power and authority of their shared 

work" (Griffin, 1991, p. 244). Staff development and professionl 

development will be used interchangeably throughout the discussion. Current 

research in staff development (Griffin, 1991; Fullan, 1994 ; Gusky, 1995; 

Little & McLaughlin, 1993), indicates that the future role of staff 

development wilJ be focused more on the school and teachers, and will 

include an emphasis on the change process, organization development, 

teacher thinking, improved use of technology and of research, and will take 

multiple forms. The success of future professional develpment efforts is 

dependent upon connecting the content to teachers' responsibilities in the 
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classroom (Doyle, 1987). Despite the fact that teachers are generally 

required to attend various staff development programs, most teachers 

participate because they want to become more effective teachers (Fullan, 

1991). The teachers believe staff development activities may add to or 

increase their effectiveness in the classroom. At the center of the discussion 

of school renewal is professional development. It is imperative that the 

school, as the workplace, becomes the focus of staff development, and that 

we celebrate and foster collegiality among staff ( to include clerical, 

custodial, and others) in schools. 

Important to laying the foundation for a discussion of professional 

development is the comparison made by Gusky (1995) of kindergarten 

children to beginning teachers. The enthusiasm toward school and creativity 

of kindergarten children is 85%, while by second grade the percent of 

children considered creative is 10%. Additionally, of first grade students 

80% indicate they feel good about themselves, by sixth grade 20% of the 

students report positive feelings about themselves, and by high school the 

nwnber drops to 5% (Barth, 1991). In comparision to teachers, first year 

teachers report being enthusiastic and optimistic when they begin teaching. 

In the first two years of teaching new teachers begin feeling disillusioned, 

fatigued, ~d less optimistic than in the beginning. They doubt the impact 

their instruction is having on students and the overall effectiveness of the 

educational process (Harris & Associates, 1992). The implication from these 

figures could be that preservice education has severe limitations and is not 

providing adequate prepartion for beginning teachers. However, Gusky 

(1995) encourages us to look at a broader implication, professional 



development. He contends that we should consider a series of questions 

which surround professional development for all teachers such as: "What 

types of professional development experiences are most needed by modem 

educators? How are those experiences best planned, organized, and carried 

out? What impact can they, or should they, be expected to have?" (p. 115). 

These questions will frame the discussion of the literature relevant to 

professional development. 
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If professional development is to be effective, it must be owned by 

those who are involved with the process. Collaboration and working with 

colleagues is key to successful staff development efforts. The activities of the 

school and staff development cannot be characterized by "top down" or 

"botton up"; rather all levels are legitimized and valued (Fullan, 1991). 

Authentic collaborative work involves more than sharing ideas or providing 

assistance to another colleague. Collaboration means the goal is for everyone 

at the school to benefit; and it means communication, caring, and concern for 

each other. 

Assumptions about Professional Development. Asking teachers to 

make sweeping changes in a short period of time is foolhardy and 

counterproductive to the purposes of professional development (Fullan, 1991; 

Gusky, 1991). Begin with the big picture in mind, but take small incremental 

steps toward the change (Gusky, 1995). In the process what must be 

remembered is Griffin's second assumption, regarding teachers' high regard 

for their interactions with students. It is not productive to suggest an 

innovation be implemented solely for the sake of something new. Teachers 

need to see the connection to the curriculum and to student learning. Staff 
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development has the potential for success if teacher knowledge is used in the 

process (Griffin, 1991). Gusky (1995) agrees that teachers' primary form of 

feedback is the belief that they are influencing student growth and learning as 

a result of their own learning. 

In order to fully understand the nature of the school as the workplace 

and the need to focus professional development on the school, there must be 

mention of the importance of interaction with other adults. According to 

Rosenholtz (1989), the commitment of the teachers and their sense of 

professionalism is determined by three workplace conditions. First, she 

argues that if teachers feel empowered, they will feel it is their efforts that 

produce student growth and development. Second, she indicates that teachers 

need learning opportunities in order to feel a sense of growth which then 

gives them a sense of control over their environment (classroom or school). 

Finally, teachers need psychic rewards in order to continue to make 

meaningful contnbutions to their school. Little (1982) agrees with this theory 

and takes the discussion further by identifying the workplace as having 

various conditions she calls "norms." The norm of collegiality is 

characterized by whether teachers work routinely together or if there is an 

expectation that shared discussions about their work take place. This also 

connects to Griffin's third assumption which stresses the importance of 

teachers having "professional interactions" with other adults. Discussions are 

professional and the intent is to learn from each other about the business of 

teaching. Little suggests that if these norms do not exist, staff development 

efforts fall short of sustained impact. A norm of continuous improvement 
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promotes analysis, evaluation, and experimentation, which leads to a stronger 

connection between teaching and learning. 

School leadership is a fourth assumption discussed by Griffin. School 

leadership has been the topic of much discussion. A top down, hierarchical 

structure with the principal at the top is the typical structure for school 

leadership. The complexity of schools puts tremendous pressure on school 

principals. Because schools are no longer responsible for just providing 

learning opportunities to children, but have a broader mission dictated by the 

changing society, diversity of student populations, and technological 

advances; the principal can no longer be the sole leader. Teacher leadership 

must be promoted through professional development and collaboration. The 

need for collaboration was illustrated by Rosenholtz (1989) in schools she 

called "moving." She determined that teachers worked together and that even 

experienced teachers believed teaching was difficult. As a result these 

teachers believed in continuous learning and asked for help from their 

colleagues. Teachers in the "moving" schools appeared to understand the 

need for support for implementing an innovation. The beginning steps of 

implementation require complex thinking and teacher reflection. Without the 

balance of pressure and support (Gusky, 1995) the implementation process 

may be doomed for failure. According to Loucks-Horsley et aI., (1987) 

change is a process, not an event, thus the need to support. Change is 

difficult, and without colleagues to talk with and reflect about 

experimentation, improvement may not be continuous (McLaughlin & Marsh, 

1978). 
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Griffin's fifth assumption calls for school refonn measures that put the 

responsibility for improving student performance on the teachers and the 

school. If we are to hold teachers accountable for the opportunities to 

become productive and thoughtful members of society, then teachers must, in 

turn, have the opportunity to make the decisions which lead to the teacher 

identified outcoms. Additionally, a systematic method to detennine if the 

outcomes are achieved must also be developed at the school. Responsibility 

and accountability must be an integrated effort involving all members of the 

school community. Darling-Hammond & McLaughin (1995) extend this 

discussion to policy makers who attempt to keep teachers inside the "old 

paradigm" of professional development. They contend that if states continue 

to mandate the use of standardized tests, which take time away from complex 

learning strategies like writing and reflection, and if we continue to use the 

traditional teacher evaluation system, and basal readers with mandated 

textbooks, these become the magnets that keep teachers in the traditional 

teaching mold. 

Teachers, to stay current with new and emerging knowledge of 

curriculum and pedagogy, must engage in learning and growth. Griffin 

contends, in his sixth assumption, that interactive staff development requires 

teachers to participate in learning experiences within the school and outside 

their traditional community. He suggests teachers learn to work together and 

inquire into their own practice. The premise isn't that interactive staff 

development will solve all the problems teachers and a staff encounter, but 

this kind of teacher learning will offer the opportunity for professionals to 

sustain learning, rather than generate excuses to remain grounded in the status 



quo. This view is supported by Darling-Hammond and McLaughlin (1994). 

They suggest that teachers need " ... access to knowledge about the nature of 

learning, development, and performance in different domains. In addition, 

teachers need firsthand opportunities to integrate theory with classroom 

practice" (p. 598). 
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Even though interactive staff development requires more time and 

energy focused on teacher learning, Griffin provides evidence in his seventh 

and final assumption that teachers report this form of learning to be rewarding 

and worth the additional time. With the number of new programs introduced 

to teachers during any given school year, it is also important to note Gusky's 

(1995) caution of pulling together the components of the teaching and 

learning process emphasized to fit the needs of individual schools. One sure 

way to stop teacher growth and implementation of innovations is to ignore the 

necessity of "contending with multiple innovations simultaneously" (Fullan, 

1992, p. 19). 

School Culture and Context. No disucssion of staff development can 

take place without considering the school culture or context (Gusky, 1995). 

Operationally, school culture can be defined as the core beliefs and values 

that people cling to and the assumptions that guide their behavior (Deal, 

1982). Culture pervasively influences people's behavior throughout the 

school. The "rules" of the culture are seldom written down or discussed; they 

are understood and learned by operating and working in the school. Little 

(1990) describes culture as, "What's right and what's rude." (p. 166). The 

definition is not the essential point of this discussion, rather the understanding 

that each school has its own culture (context) which has significant impact on 
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the behaviors and beliefs of those associated with that school. Context 

cannot be ignored in planning and facilitaing staff development. The 

challenge, according to Gusky (1995) is to find the right combination of 

processes and strategies that work "best within a particular setting" (p. 117). 

According to Fullan (1991), what is important to communicate in school 

reform movements, is how to make schools more interesting and fulfilling 

places to be. Staff development, which is developed for and at a specific 

school, will have more potential for success than will staff development 

conceived and administered by others who are not part of the school 

community. The advantage of school-focused staff development is that there 

will be greater involvement of teachers in curriculum development and school 

improvement. Isolated involvement is not adequate to produce positive 

results in school renewal efforts. 

Many staff development strategies have been disconnected from the 

real needs of the teachers who were the target of staff development. Staff 

development is sometimes seen as a way to "fix" whatever was the identified 

deficit at the school or in a specific teacher (Fullan, 1990; Little 1990). What 

is needed is the opportunity for the staff at the school to address the issues of 

the teachers relative to their years of experience, gender, and stages of their 

career and life. A teacher must be treated as a whole person (Fullan, 1991), 

not in fragments. 

Since schools are dynamic it is difficult to make fast rules for what is 

an effective staff development program. Programs that appear to be common 

in their goals and outcomes need to adapt to the context of individual schools. 

At best Gusky, (1995) offers procedural guidelines that are signficant to 
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professional development and takes into consideration the components of the 

change process. Gusky's procedural guidelines strike a familiar chord with 

Griffin's (1990) assumptions about Interactive Staff Development. Important 

to school improvment are the skills and abilities of individual teachers 

(McLaughlin, 1991). In order for professional development to contribute to 

school improvment, it must be relevant to teachers and fit their needs (Hall & 

Loucks, 1978). Griffin suggests in his first assumptin that teacher reflection 

be integral to professional development. The agenda for change is set by the 

teachers rather than a mandate from an external force. Gusky asserts change 

by the individual will lead to change in the organization. To ignore the 

organization is to set professional development up for failure (Sarason, 1982). 

Teacher Learning. Liebennan (1995) points out that there may be a 

more similarity to how students and teachers learn than previously 

considered. The current belief is that adults and children learn best by 

actively engaging in the learning process and reflecting on their learning. The 

issue this raises is how to organize schools so that we accommodate teachers 

in their pursuit of new knowledge about teaching and learning? Another 

consideration discussed by Gusky (1995) is the need to contextualize 

professional development. Professional development must be connected to 

the individual school's vision and mission for student growth and development 

to occur. For school reform to be realized teachers need to have the chance 

to think, dialogue, and experiment with each other and with their own 

students. There are numerous opportunities to create new experiences for 

teacher professional development by reframing our thinking about when and 

where teacher professional growth can occur. Teachers can establish new 



roles as teacher-leaders, coach, or teacher researcher. Study groups and 

teacher networks can serve as forums for teacher learning. 
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A significant variable in developing schools with a culture that supports 

a revised view of professional development is the principal. The principal 

must be the lead learner as well as the staff developer. Principals who accept 

the role of staff developer must not proceed with school improvement efforts 

without a clear vision of where to go and how to get there. The journey is as 

important as the destination, and without a vision the trip may be fraught with 

detours (Fullan, 1990; Gusky, 1995). The principal must consider teachers as 

professionals and establish a culture that supports professional development 

(Full an, 1990). Griffin (1990) reports that the leadership ofthe principal must 

be focused on the activities in the classroom, be knowledgeable about the 

most recent and best information available on teaching and learning, use 

teachers to assist in staff development efforts, connect teachers to available 

technical assistance and external resources. reduce the amount of time and 

energy given to the daily management issues, consider the needs and vision of 

the site in planning staff development, and be courageous in "using" the 

system (district) to support the staff development for the school. 

Problems best resolved at the school level fall into several categories. 

One of the most important is instruction, which includes content, instructional 

strategies, classroom management, and assessment. According to Doyle 

(1987), effective staff development that focuses on the classroom involves 

two primary considerations: It must be grounded in teachers' work in 

classrooms and the ways in which teachers understand their work. 

Additionally, teacher thinking is based on the events of the classroom which 



are interpreted within the order of academic work. Therefore, staff 

development must be in a framework which includes the structure of the 

events and the way in which those events were enacted under specific 

circumstances (Doyle, 1987). Other issues which are specific to the school 

are curriculum development and planning, parent involvement, diversity, 

climate, leadership, and staffing (Barth, 1990; Little, 1982). 
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If teachers are to change the way they do their work, then there must 

be opportunities for them to engage in learning about new practice and 

interacting with their colleagues to experiment, and to reflect about the new 

ideas. Liebennan (1995) identifies numerous ways teachers can learn about 

new ideas. Rather than the one-size-fits-all staff development, teachers can 

participate in journal or proposal writing, write and analyze case studies 

about practice, and join teacher networks which focus on subject areas or 

innovations within a given discipline. What sets these examples apart from 

other forms of staff development is that they can be sustained over time. 

These models for staff development can become the expectations for teachers 

and set a norm of inquiry which characterizes a school with a culture that 

places a high value on teacher learning. Individual schools can become 

collaborative cultures that value continuous learning If teachers learn within 

the context of their school and their classroom, professional development 

assumes a leading role in setting the stage tor enduring school change. 

Policy. Policy issues relative to professional development become 

critical if educators move into using the above mentioned models. Darling

Hammond & McLaughlin (1995) point out that professional development 

today means "providing occasions for teachers to reflect critically on their 
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practice and to fashion new knowledge and beliefs about content, pedagogy, 

and learners" (p. 597). If changes are made in the curriculum and pedagogy 

of professional development, then policies which support the changes must 

also be developed. Unless the new methods of professional development are 

grounded in a policy structure that is congruent, lasting change cannot occur. 

Additionally, a policy discussion needs to include a broader context than the 

local district. Policy considerations must also focus on state and federal 

mandates. 

Key questions can be asked to determine if proposed or existing policy 

aligns with the changes focused on staff development and teacher learning 

(Darling-Hammond & McLaughlin 1995). Does the policy decrease teacher 

isolation? Does the policy support teachers in leadership roles? Does the 

policy offer high level opportunities for teacher learning? Does the policy 

connect staff development to significant change initiatives? Does tbe policy 

support a climate of inquiry and collaboration among teachers? Does the 

policy extend learning opportunities to the full school community? Does the 

policy require tbat the use of time and space be restructured to fit the new 

methods of teacher learning and growth? Does the policy eliminate the 

support for rote learning and emphasize inquiry? There are numerous other 

questions that will surface as educators become more familiar with policies 

directed at professional development and increasing the capacity for teacbers 

to develop a climate focused on learning. 

Summary 

The message embedded in issues of policy and the changing role of 

teacher learning is that the leadership for the changes discussed must be 
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shared by all stakeholders. If school refonn is to be successful, school 

districts and local and state governing bodies must broaden their view of 

school improvement. School improvement cannot occur without the teacher 

(pullan & Hargreaves, 1991). A major challenge in education is not to 

eliminate the "deadwood" (pullan, 1991), but to recruit, keep, and inspire 

good teachers. In meeting the challenge we must provide the interactive 

professional development that Griffin (1991) suggests. The major component 

involved in making meaningful change in schools is redefining the role of the 

teacher and the workplace conditions. The power of school renewal lies 

within the teachers and the local school. There must be an established 

structure of teacher learning which promotes reflection, risk-taking, trust 

building, collaboration, and shared decision-making. Critical to developing 

capacity in schools for teachers to establish a learning environment, is to 

value the teacher as a professional. To sustain the change efforts, the role of 

the teacher must reach beyond the classroom and student outcomes must be 

linked to teacher development. 

Community 

Since World War II we have seen tremendous social changes in our 

society. Noddings (1993) identifies some of these changes as differences in 

work patterns, neighborhood stability, sexual behavior, dress, values, music, 

entertainment, and family structure. -Yet, we have done very little in 

education to address the situations which have emerged as a result of these 

differences. Social institutions, specifically schools, are finding it difficult to 

offer viable options which address the changed society. Responses, when 

present, are fragmented and address only parts of the issues. 
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In order to influence current thinking about schools, we must change 

the mental models that direct our perceptions about daily life in schools. 

According to Senge (1990) mental models determine how we make sense of 

the world and how we act. Significant to understanding the power of mental 

models is that they often are present below a person's level of awareness. 

Therefore, the models stay hidden, unexamined, and unchanged. I suggest 

that the model educators should use to frame their thinking about schools is 

one of community rather than organization (Sergiovanni, 1993). 

Organizations are traditionally characterized as hierarchical, organized for the 

purpose of producing a product and evaluating the process of production. 

There is a person ( principal) in control in an organization who watches and 

evaluates others within the organization for the purpose of refining and 

adjusting the work. In a hierarchy the person at the "top" is perceived to be 

superior to all others as well as having more authority (Block, 1993). 

The key to the success of any organization or social structure is the 

people (Depree, 1992). People must be connected to their work, their 

friends, and their family; and there must be conditions which create these 

connections. In schools the connection is based on a contractual agreement 

(Sergiovanni, 1993). The system is organized by a set of agreements, 

rewards, and punishments whic~ lead to people following the "rules." This 

model of rewarding and punishing for compliance fits in schools as the 

relationships between teacher and principal and between teacher and student. 

In a system with the above mentioned characteristics, leadership serves more 

of a management and monitoring role rather than one of support and 

motivation. 
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By contrast, the nature of relationships in communities is one of trust 

and commitment where the people are bound together by a shared purpose 

rather than a contract. Members are connected by their values, ideas, and 

beliefs which lead to a team concept or "we" versus the individual "I" 

(Sergiovanni, 1993). Peter Block (1993) points out that the traditional system 

of management within an organization is defined by power and wealth. He 

says that the nature of the workplace is political; and how organizations are 

reconfigured is dependent upon how the power is equalized, wealth is _ 

balanced, and purpose is defined. Paulo Freire (1988) calls "humanization" 

our primary vocation and says the process involves men and women being 

affinned as persons. 

Sergiovanni defines community as "collections of individuals who are 

bonded together by natural will and who are together bound to a set of shared 

ideas and ideals" (Sergiovanni,1993, p. 8). The "we," are individuals in the 

community who share common space and feelings and traditions that help 

preserve the group. In the case of a school, the "we" includes the 

administration, staff, students, and parents; while the feelings and traditions 

are anchored in the common vision and shared purpose of the school. In a 

hierarchical organization independence is at the peak of performance and is 

rewarded and encouraged. If one can act independently in the decision

making process, then that is equated with success. Interdependence, 

however, is the quality needed to form community. The world is 

interdependent by nature; to think that one can succeed solely through 

independence is faulty reasoning. People working together can achieve much 

more than one can accomplish alone. We, as educators, need the best 
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thinking of others in addition to our own to be effective in today's society. A 

community invites interdependence and fosters teamwork and cooperation 

(Covey, 1989). 

Sergiovanni (1993) refers to the theory of gemeinschaft and 

gesellschaft to assist with understanding community and its nature in schools. 

These are German terms used by Ferdinand Tonnies, a German sociologist, to 

describe first community and then society, respectively. Tonnies (in 

Sergiovanni, 1993) places gesellschaft on the end of a continuum away from 

community, or gemeinschaft. He explains that as society shifted from 

agricultural to industrial, society moved away from a small community with 

shared values to the larger society which encouraged a more individual 

approach to life. Sergiovanni interprets these terms to mean that in 

community people come together as a result of some force. People develop 

relationships because they find considerable inner significance. There is no 

identified goal nor is personal gain associated with the relationship. By 

contrast, gesellschaft promotes competition and working toward a common 

goal designed to benefit the parties involved. The relationship ends if there is 

no gain; in this case the relationship is more contractual than moral. 

By comparison, Dalh (1989) discusses the nature of democracy and the 

major transformations which have occurred over the centuries. In his 

discussion he makes a distinction between democracy and polyarchy. He 

identifies the most desirable conditions for polyarchy: Leaders don't use 

military and police or other violent means to maintain their power; a dynamic 

pluralist society is maintained; the potential conflict of subcultures is held at 

tolerable levels; the culture and the belief system is favorable to the notion of 
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democracy and the structures of polyarchy; there is little negative effect from 

foreign influence. These conditions can also be translated in the thinking 

about community as absence of threat, respect for all ideas, collaboration, and 

open communication around a set of shared ideas. Further in his discussion 

of polyarchy, Dalh indicates that leaders will continue to invoke "rule by the 

people" to legitimize their existence (p. 314). 

Peter Block (1993) points out that as a society we see our 

organizations as placing value on "consistency, control, and predictability" (p. 

7). These also are the criteria on which we place importance for schools. 

Students must be managed (controlled), test scores predicted, and there must 

be consistency in the daily schedule, and so on. This is all accomplished in a 

top-down structure that flows from principal to teacher to student. 

Organizations and schools driven by these principles will produce citizens 

who are compliant, weak in spirit, and lack creativity. If we allow our 

schools to continue to follow this line of thinking, we limit the capacity of our 

youth to be productive, thoughtful members of society. 

The concept of community frames how we interpret ideas (Sergiovanni, 

1994). Empowerment, according to Block (1993), implies that the answers to 

critical situations lie within the individuals in the organization. His belief is 

that people at their own level or below will know how to best solve problems 

and find workable solutions to issues that confront the group. Block contends 

that empowerment allows those in the workplace to commit themselves to

making the organization work, even without the support of those "above." 

Ultimately, this means that the future of the company lies in the hands of the 

workers, not those at the "top." For Sergiovanni, empowerment in schools 
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relates not to site based management and the rights and freedoms associated 

with that condition, but focuses more on commitments and obligations that 

people experience for each other and the school. In organizations the idea of 

collegiality is viewed as coming from the organizational structure; however, 

in a community collegiality originates from inside the individuals who feel 

connected because they share mutual obligations and emotional bonds. 

According to Tonnies (in Sergiovanni, 1994) there are three forms of 

community: of kinship, of place, and of mind. Kinship emerges from the 

relationships somewhat like those in a closely knit family. Community of 

place comes from sharing the same physical space over a long period of time. 

This is what Terry Deal (1982) refers to as 'culture,' characterized by rituals 

and symbols which offer individuals an identity and a sense of belonging. 

Shared purposes, common goals, and similar values create a cormnunity of 

the mind. These three signify the elements that bind people together in an 

interdependent community. 

Building Communitv. It is important to note the questions which 

emerge if we promote community building as a way of thinking about 

schools. How do faculties gain a sense of kinship and collegiality? How can 

schools become a community of learners where all members help each other 

to learn and to lead productive lives? How can relationships with parents be 

developed which invite participation in the school community? How can we 

recreate a family structure within our classrooms? The answers to these 

questions can assist in the process of creating a school that embodies the 

elements of community (Sergiovanni, 1994). 
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illtimately the choice of establishing schools as conummity is between 

the corporate model which is motivated by self-interest, and the family 

concept which values care and service to others, equally. I argue that the loss 

of community strips a large segment of our society of the sense of belonging, 

connectedness, and unconditional acceptance. In typical classrooms today 

we find children from homes that have both parents working, single parent 

homes, and some where parents are totally absent (Noddings, 1993). In a 

survey conducted by the Girl Scouts of America (1989), one in every 100 

children indicated that there was no adult in their life who cared for them. 

Multiplied by the millions of children in our country, this becomes an 

astonishingly large number of children. Children arrive at school hungry, 

unclean, without sleep, and often beaten and abused. Teachers often don't 

know where or how these children live, nor do they have a minute 

understanding of the conditions under which they attempt to survive. 

Students also report that they wouldn't go to a teacher for advice. According 

to Comer, (1988), the biggest complaint of students is that their teachers don't 

care about them. Because of the way schools are traditionally organized, 

teachers may be unable to make the kinds of connections that students 

indicate is needed to feel cared for and valued. If schools were to build 

community, these connections might be possible. 

When individuals, specifically students, have no community, they 

create their own which may not be healthy nor positive. Numerous negative 

psychological and behavioral conditions can develop as a result of a lack of 

community: gang association, prostitution, violence, to name a few. The 

family unit is clearly undergoing dramatic changes which are impacting our 



children. According to the National Commission on Children (1991), 76 

percent of the parents responding indicated they often did not know where 

their children were. One third of the respondents said that children get less 

love and care from parents than they did ten years ago. The intent is not to 

replace the family by building community in schools, but to strengthen 

families and neighborhoods (Sergiovanni, 1994). In order for schools to 

provide the needed support to society (frunilies and neighborhoods), 

educators must think of school as community and not as an organization in 

the corporate image. 
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The "Challenger" program within Robert E. Lee High School in San 

Antonio, Texas, is one example ofa school community. Designed to address 

the needs of youth "at risk" because of poor academic achievement, this 

program uses middle school ways of thinking about teaching and learning for 

high school students. Opportunities provided are similar to those in advanced 

placement and honors classes. This program has as its vision to create a 

living and learning community within the school (Sergiovanni, 1994). After 

the first year of the program, students commented on their experiences. 

(Molina, Fish, and Boyle, 1991, in Sergiovanni, 1994): 

The thing I really like the most is the communication. 
Communication is important (0 the Challengers and also trust. 

Everyone leams to help each other and trust one another. 
I think the teaching methods are good. They make people feel 

good about themselves and if you have a problem they try to help you. 
We all became afamily. 

My home life is not safe. I never feel safe there. I do feel safe 
when I am at school ... with my teachers ... with the other challengers 
[pp. 18-19). 
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When asked about his experience, teacher John Douglas commented, " ... the 

benefits of this relationship for the students are very similar to the benefits for 

me. I feel loved, needed, and a sense of community; the students do also" 

(p. 20). During the second year of the Challenger program, students were 

compared to a like group of non-challenger students. Students were asked 

about the likelihood that they may drop out of school. Challenger students 

used phrases such as, "Slim chance," indicating the close ties with teachers 

and the climate of caring as reasons for remaining in school. Responses from 

students not in the Challenger program were not so positive; they stated, 

"Why should I be here? I'm just wasting my time because I am failing" 

(p. 19). This indicates that it is the relationships and how they are connected 

to the values, beliefs, and norms of the school that create the conditions under 

which teachers and students feel valued. If students and teachers feel 

disconnected from each other and from the school, then there is little 

opportunity to create a sense of community which will foster interdependence 

and partnership within the "family." 

Noddings (1993) points out that we must have schools that embrace 

the belief that caring is the key to meaningful life experiences. Caring is the 

core of relationships, and relationships are the building blocks for community. 

John Maguire, president of Claremont Univesity in 1992 stated, " If the 

relationships are wrong between teachers and students, ... you can restructure 

until the cows come home, but transformation won't take place" (Rothman, 

1992, p. 1). A number of problems plague public education. High dropout 

rates, violence, poor parent participation, low achievement, and unrest among 

the teaching ranks are among the major issues. Sergiovanni(1994), points out 



that the major problems in schools center on relationships. He identifies 

seven areas which he believes can be improved by building community: 

1. Relationships. 

Positive conditions exist in schools where teachers and students 

connect. Both groups display care, respect, understanding, and 

sensitivity. There is trust and freedom from threat. 

2. Race, culture, and class. 
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The perception by students is that schools are racist and prejudiced. 

Teachers tend to be divided on this issue, yet students have a need 

to know about each other's culture. 

3. Values. 

Parents, teachers, students, and administrators of all classes and 

etlmic groups agree on the values of honesty , integrity, care, justice, 

courage, and a regard for meaningful hard work. The issue is that 

not enough time is spent with students really talking about these 

issues with teachers and with other students. 

4. Teaching and learning. 

Students continue to say they are bored in school and see little 

connection between school and their future. Teachers also are no 

longer excited about the curriculum that some feel obligated to 

teach. Both groups expressed a need for creating their own learning 

opportunities which are rich with discussions of values and offer 

"real life" experiences. 



5. Safety. 

Students and teachers share a basic fear of physical violence. The 

classroom provides the safest environment. 

6. Physical environment. 
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Teachers and students want school to be reflective of order and to 

be clean and comfortable. Schools often serve poor food and 

provide little private space (lockers) for students. The physical 

condition of schools in lower economic areas is often run down and 

in need of major repair. These conditions do not convey a sense of 

concern on the part of society for the education of children. 

7. Despair, hope, and the process of change. 

Schools must change if they are to serve our future society. All 

stakeholders must have the opportunity to participate in the change 

if it is to be meaningful and sustainable. 

These issues are ones which tend to emerge when schools are viewed as 

mechanistic. There is little possibility that schools will improve unless we· 

abandon the idea of organization and begin to build community. 

There are a number of schools working on building community and 

using that as the framework for school improvement. One such school is 

Central Park East Secondary School (CPESS). Founded in 1985, it has about 

450 students (90 percent minority with 60 percent on free or reduced lunch) 

and is located in East Harlem, New York. The school was founded on the 

premise that the nature of the kindergarten class was a model to be used for 

all grade levels. Believing that kindergarten emphasizes personal 

relationships and close ties, this theory contributes to building community. 
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Further, the student is viewed as a "worker" and the teacher as "coach" 

(Sizer, 1992). This is in line with current brain research and congruent with 

integrated curriculum and instruction. True learning and understanding 

(Gardner, 1990) occurs when students interact with their environment. At 

CPESS the curriculum is organized around two primary themes, humanities 

and math-science. Two hours each day are devoted to each theme. In 

combination with the academic agenda is the one hour each day that is spent 

in advisory, which involves ten to fifteen students and one teacher. One 

additional hour is devoted to foreign language (Spanish). This combination of 

academic and affective pursuits fosters the development of strong personal 

relationships among the teachers and between teachers and students 

(Sergiovanni, 1994). CPESS is organized by Divisions, which include the 

grade levels, and then are broken down further into houses of approximately 

75 students and 4 to 5 teachers. These small groups make it possible for 

teachers to work with as few as 40 students a day which allows for a closer 

relationship between student and teacher to develop. All of these conditions 

provide the opportunity for staff and students to build community. 

In addition to paying attention to the psychological self and intellectual 

self, CPESS emphasizes the importance of the family. Parents and extended 

family members are seriously involved in meaningful decisions at the school. 

Respect for teachers is tied directly to their capacities and abilities. Teachers 

at CPESS are also expected to help each other and model collaboration and 

cooperation for their students. In support of that expectation, the school day is 

structured so that teachers have time to visit other classrooms, reflect on their 

own practice, and offer support to their colleagues. Students and teachers 
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report that they value each other and believe they have been successful in 

creating a "we" because they first paid attention to the "I," which strengthens 

the "we." Block (1993) agrees that it is the commitment and the cause that 

draws individuals together, not the product. CPESS is one example of how 

schools are addressing the idea of community building. So far, schools are 

reporting gains academically as well as in developing strong relationships 

among students. 

In reviewing the case for community building, I support the notion and 

see it as a way to improve conditions in our schools. The good news is that 

teachers, students, and parents connect with a common purpose and shared 

vision. A hierarchical approach to leadership gives way to shared decision 

making and what Block (1993) calls stewardship, which promotes service 

over leadership. Block defines stewardship as "the willingness to be 

accountable for the well-being of the larger organization by operating in 

service, rather than in control, for compliance" (p. XX). Community building 

offers all stakeholders the opportunity to take a meaningful role in the school 

as well to take ownership in the process. This is where collaboration is so 

important. Authentic collaborative work involves more than sharing ideas or 

providing assistance to another colleague. It means that the goal is for 

everyone to benefit, and it means communication and caring. 

The 'bad' news is that most workplace conditions that. exist in schools 

are not designed to accommodate teachers and students working together in 

building community. Conditions at the school dictate the nature of the results 

of community building efforts. According to Rosenholtz (1989), the 

commitment of the teachers and their sense of professionalism is determined 
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by three existing workplace conditions. First, she says that if teachers feel 

empowered they will believe that it is their efforts that produce student 

growth and development. Second, she indicates that teachers need learning 

opportunities in order to feel a sense of growth which then gives them a sense 

of control over their environment (classroom or school). Finally, teachers 

need psychic rewards in order to continue to make meaningful contributions 

to their community. Little (1982) agrees with this theory and takes the 

discussion further by identifying the workplace as having various conditions 

she calls "nonns." The nonn of collegiality is characterized by whether 

teachers work together routinely or if there is an expectation that shared 

discussions about their work take place. Dialogue is professional and the 

intent is to learn from each other about the business of teaching and learning. 

Little suggests that this nonn is critical for schools to grow. The nonn of 

continuous improvement promotes analysis, feedback, and experimentation. 

Without these conditions the capacity to build community is greatly reduced. 

In schools where these nonns are the creed for the professional growth, there 

is a strong connection between teaching and learning so that schools have the 

capacity to become a "community of learners" (Barth, 1990). 

Building community also takes time, the most valuable commodity in 

schools today. Effecting change in current practice and behaviors requires 

time beyond the regular school day. Most schools have not been creative 

enough to carve out significant blocks of time for teachers to work together or 

with parents or with the administration. In addition to the need for time, 

working with central office can be a challenge. The role of district leve! staff 

must change from control to support. Schools may not be successful in 
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developing commwrity without help from other levels within the distIict. If 

we believe the school is the "unit of change," then the role of central office is 

to suppprt whatever change a school identifies. Moreover, community 

building cannot be a "top down" effort, so it is essential that central office 

"get out of the way," which is not the current norm of most districts' behavior. 

\11 e must consider the possibility that all parts of the system must undergo 

change (Sengc; 1990). Senge stresses the need for dynamic interaction 

among all components of the system. If we are to promote community 

building in schools, other parts of the system need to help schools build 

capacities to become commwrities. Additionally, we need to consider the 

relationships between schools and other systems, such as health care and 

social welfare. Building community is an enormous undertaking not without 

challenges and obstacles. 

The power of school renewal lies with teachers and the principal. 

There must be a web of support for teacher inquiry that fosters reflection, 

risk-taking, trust building, collaboration, and collegiality. To sustain these 

efforts the role of the teacher must expand and be linked to all aspects of the 

school, not just a single classroom. Community building has the potential to 

fundamentally change the way we think about school. If that is to happen, 

teachers and principals need to begin building the capacity for change. 

Teachers must be given the opportunity to reflect together, out of the isolation 

of the single classroom. Vision becomes key in looking at the current reality 

and then seeing the future. This process is often difficult for teachers and 

principals because rather than focusing on what is wanted (vision), school 

staffs tend to focus on what is not wanted which is the current reality 
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(Martinez, 1993). Senge (1990) points out that building a shared vision is 

one of the keys to developing learning organizations, which is not much 

different from community. He suggests that all members of the group come 

together with individual visions of what needs to be and that the combination 

of individual visions is what gives life and energy to the shared vision. 

Individuals become partners in the future and not only share the image, but 

the responsibility ensuring its development. Teachers and all those connected 

with CPESS had a vision for what they wanted the school to become; I argue 

that other schools can look to them as an example of how change can occur. 

School Community. Henry Levin (1992), director of Stanford 

University's Accelerated Schools project, reports that schools have made 

incredible changes in their culture, climate, student achievement, and parent 

participation after the staff and parents embrace a full-school change model. 

It is important to emphasize again that these kinds of transformations do not 

occur overnight. Milbrey McLaughlin (1992) reported that what mattered 

most to teachers at their schools was innovativeness, energy, and enthusiasm 

for teaching; commitment to students and subject area; perceived support for 

professional learning; and sense of control over classroom instruction. The 

school must provide time for reflection on practice related to the above 

mentioned factors. The kind of support needed for significant change which 

addresses these issues must come from the district level. If teachers and 

principals are to be successful in adopting new ways of thinking about 

schools, school districts and governing boards must broaden their view of 

school renewal. School restructuring cannot occur without the involvement 



of teachers (Fullan and Hargreaves, 1991). Teachers' voices continue to be 

suppressed. Such is the case for building community. 
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There is a paradox in all of this discussion. Many observers are 

skeptical about the prospects of building community in schools because of the 

inherent uncertainties in systemic change. The paradox is that community is 

an exciting vision of what schools can be, which is also a strong indictment 

for the current reality about schools and the potential to alter that reality given 

the capacities for change which presently exist. Perhaps the most pragmatic 

way to approach building community comes from Griffin (1991), who says 

that as principals and teachers inquire together they create community. 

Inquiry fosters dialogue and debate among teachers about what matters in the 

school. It is through the experiences of talking and listening to each other 

that a staff can reach some understandings about their work and their 

connections to each other. However, without principals who are willing to 

move more toward stewardship or service and away from telling and 

mandating, the refection and dialogue will be of little value. Ultimately the 

leadership for building community must be shared by all involved. According 

to David Hagstrom, principal ofthe Denali School in Fairbanks, Alaska, 

"They learned as they became a community oflearners ... they learned as well 

that becoming a community of learners was a journey in becoming a 

community by kinship, of place, of mind, and of memory" (Sergiovanni, 

1994, p. 155). 

Summary 

The lesson for us, as educators, as we look at building community as a 

way of thinking about school, is that there is no recipe to follow, there is not 
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"one best way." It is a process that evolves from within the school and needs 

to be supported from without the school. The process involves changed roles 

for teachers, administrators, parents, and students. Leadership takes on a 

new perspective and moves toward service by all to all others in the 

community. A leader, regardless of who is the identified leader, has the 

responsibility to encourage a search for meaning that is shared by all. It is 

through the search that the vision and purpose are determined. Teachers and 

principals adopt a set of shared Wlderstandings which guide their work 

together. Community is not a theory that can be overlaid onto another belief 

system. Together, the community Wldertakes the task of fundamentally 

altering their thinking about school. Sergiovanni (1993) suggests that the 

metaphor for school can no longer be of an organization but of a community. 

As humans, we tend to want to perceive our own personal visions and 

question those that are different from our own. Conversely, we also have a 

natural inclination to be cooperative and take energy from working with 

others. The hope is that we can learn to build community and create 

communities for students and teachers and parents that are guided by a belief 

in inquiry and built on trust, respect, and service. 

Teacher Leadership 

Teacher leadership is a relatively new topic of conversation related to 

school reform. According to Wasley, (1991) the discussion was born out of 

an emerging dissatisfaction of legislators, scholars, and researchers with the 

present state of education. Fullan (1994) adds to the discussion by saying 

that there is little public confidence that the investment in teacher education 

will improve the condition of education. Additionally, he indicates that the 
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current efforts to promote teacher leadership lack the necessary 

conceptualization to lead to success. The thinking is that teacher education 

and teacher leadership are not valued; and therefore, the profession is viewed 

as weak. 

The need to improve the quality of teachers was strengthened with the 

release of the National Commission on Excellence in Education (1983) 

report, A Nation At Risk. The primary target which emerged from the report 

was teacher certification and training. Legislation from state governments 

became more prevalent and specific in setting qualifications for teachers. The 

public debate over teacher professionalism and preparation continued as 

second set of reports emerged detailing the "need to improve education by 

improving the status and view of teachers and by 'professionalizing' the 

occupation of teaching" (Lieberman, Saxl, & Miles, 1988, p. 58). In a major 

report, Teachers for the 21st Century (Carnegie Forum on Education and the 

Economy, 1986) indicated that the roles and responsibilities of teachers 

should be restructured to increase the professional autonomy of teachers. 

This second-wave of reform suggests that a bargain be struck (Darling

Hammond, 1988). The bargain is that teacher competence be ensured 

through more demanding teacher preparation, certification, and selection 

while teaching becomes deregulated with fewer policies defining what is to 

be taught, when, and how. The issue described by Darling-Hammond, is that 

the more compliance drives teaching and gives direction to school practice, 

the more difficult it will become to sustain reform. In other words, the more 

policy is allowed to govern teacher performance, the less accountable 

teachers become for meeting the needs of their students. These issues relate 
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to teacher leadership because the policy suppresses teacher decision making 

and promotes teachers as "professionals who do things right, rather than one 

who does the right thing. " (Darling-Hammond, p. 61). 

Discussions regarding teacher leadership were "undergirded by the 

belief that new leadership positions will improve the quality of the 

educational experience students receive while simultaneously working to 

retain and to stretch top-quality people in the teaching profession." (Wasley, 

1991, p. 5). Despite showing growth of individual teachers, the profession as 

a whole has not benefited (Fullan, 1994). Little (1990) determined that in 

instances where teachers were serving as "mentors," the teacher-to-teacher 

involvement was actually lower than anticipated. The reasons sited by Little 

were "lack of clarity and ambivalence on the P1'lrt of the teachers." (p. 244). 

Another teacher leadership role currently directed at increasing the teacher 

involvement with school governance is as a team leader or membership on the 

site-based management team. Fullan (1993) found minor evidence that 

teachers in leadership roles were the source of changes in the teaching and 

learning at schools, or in the norms for participatory leadership among 

teachers. With these conditions in the forefront of the discussion of teacher 

leadership, Fullan (1994) contends that a framework for thinking about 

teacher leadership and a criteria to assess the various approaches of teacher 

leadership are required before we launch into full scale reform efforts. 

Six arenas ofteacher leadership were described by Devaney (1987). 

Devaney contends that the six arenas advance school programs as well as 

strengthen knowledge, skills, and commitment of staff. Devaney determined 

that lead teachers are those who (a) continuously teach and improve upon 



personal teaching practices, (b) organize and lead infonned peer reviews of 

current school practice, (c) participate productively in school decision 

making, (d) organize and lead staff development inservice activities, (e) 

mentor individual teachers, and (t) participate in perfonnance evaluation of 

teachers. The refonn efforts focused on teaching, set the stage for viewing 

teaching and teachers in tenns of varied roles, with numerous professional 

responsibilities and opportunities. 
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Darling-Hammond (1988) outlined factors that were critical to viewing 

teaching as a profession. Of prime concern was the view that teachers were 

perceived as bureaucratic functionaries rather than as practicing 

professionals. Support for this view included, "lack of input into professional 

decision making, overly restrictive bureaucratic controls, and inadequate 

administrative supports for teaching" (p. 65). According to Darling

Hammond, all of these factors contribute to teacher dissatisfaction. She 

recommends professionalizing teaching by instituting rigorous entry 

requirements, supervised induction, autonomous perfonnance, peer-defined 

standards or practice, and increased responsibility matched with 

demonstrating competence. 

In thinking of the future for schools and teachers, Darling-Hammond 

(1987) suggested that schools use all the talents teachers bring. It is through 

broadening our view of what teachers do that we can produce better schools. 

She promotes schools as professional development centers which encourage 

experimentation and collaborative problem solving. Further, Darling

Hammond contends when teachers are provided with the opportunity to make 

contributions to the development of their craft (teaching) and to fonn 



relationships in learning communities outside their immediate work 

environment, they will grow professionally. 
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Schlechty (1990) identified the need to reinvent schools beginning with 

a changed concept of what the purpose is for schools of the 21st century. His 

argument is practical and based on personal experience with teachers and 

administrators. His view is that the potential for leadership exists at all levels 

of the organization, not just at the administrative level. Schlechty's belief is 

that in organizations that are framed with knowledge, the leaders influenced 

others using coaching and encouragement. Sergiovanni (1991) indicated that 

the concept of leadership density was important to the quality of teaching and 

learning. He defines density of leadership as "the total amount of leadership 

expressed on behalf of school quality by students, parents, and teachers as 

well as by principals" (p. 112). Simply put leadership is a way to make things 

happen (Sergiovanni, 1994). In schools, all members of the staff and 

commwlity have a shared obligation to lead. 

In Sizer's (1984) study of secondary schools and Goodlad's (1984) 

large scale investigation of K -12 classrooms, schools were characterized as 

places that valued order rather than engagement. In these schools little value 

was given to teachers' professional judgment. In contrast, Little (1986) found 

there were potential benefits of collegial relationships. She discovered that 

the successful implementation of a staff development program was a result of 

teachers and principals participating in the training together. Shared 

leadership was the norm in schools where teachers and administrators worked 

together to set goals. Principals in the schools studied encouraged 



experimentation, collaboration, and provided time for the staff to work 

together. 
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In response to school improvement efforts Little (1988) posits that 

teacher leadership and the professionalization of teaching go hand in hand. 

She recommends three areas where discussion should occur: " Conditions of 

_ ....... m~embership in the occupation, the structure of the teaching career, and 

conditions of productivity in schools." (p. 78). Teachers are taking a more 

active role in modifying the selection of those entering teaching profession. 

In some states teachers are scheduled to serve on teams whose role it will be 

to make teacher licensure decisions. The career-ladder concept is one 

example of developing a career "path" for teachers. In organizing teaching so 

that there are oportunities for advancement without moving into an 

administrative position, there become additional career options for teachers. 

Despite the apperance of increased opportunities and advancement, teachers 

have not embraced career ladder plans with great enthusiasm. The final area 

for discussion focuses on creating a professional culture in the workplace. 

Recommendations for developing a professional environment invovle giving 

teachers more time for planning and preparation, as well as more time for 

reflection and collaboration with colleagues. It is in the arena of 

professionalizing the workplace that the discussion of teacher leadership 

plays a critical role. 

Little (1988) points out that leadership takes on no meaning if there is 

"nothing to lead, no where to go, and no one who follows." (p. 83). 

However, some teacher-leadership roles do not fit with the kind of 

collaboration needed for classroom and school improvement. Teachers are 
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not accustomed to working regularly with other teachers on issues related to 

their work as teachers (Little, 1987). If teacher leaders are in roles designed 

to foster daily conversations with other teachers, the task of the teacher

leader may be difficult because teachers are not accustomed to "viewing and 

helping each other's work" (Little, 1987). The hope is that teacher-leaders 

will assist with improving the professional culture of the school, while at the 

same time help teachers detennine the impact of instructional practices for 

students. The exception, as an organizational priority, is cooperative work 

among teachers. fu some schools teachers are routinely assigned to fonnal 

leadership positions. Lipsitz ( 1983) discusses a group of team leaders who 

have reduced teaching loads and are responsible for leading curriculum 

development and other school improvement efforts. fu other instances the 

role of the senior high school department head is changing. More 

responsibility for curriculum development and consultation \vith teachers is 

being given versus what was the nonn of ordering books and developing 

teaching schedules (Little, 1985). Bird (1985) reports that other studies 

indicate that there are few, if any, mechanisms for teachers to emerge as 

leaders for the purpose of working on teaching. 

fu a study conducted from 1983-1985 (Liebennan, Saxl, & Miles), the 

researchers gathered infonnation about who the teacher-leaders were, what 

they learned from their leaderhsip experience, and what they did in the 

context of their own schools. The assumption was that teacher-leaders had to 

learn process skills as well as content skills. Teacher-leaders needed to know 

which process skills to apply to which situations. Leaders were found to be 

risk takers who foster new ideas that were sometimes challenged by their 



colleagues. Interpersonal skills were developed to a point at which the 

teacher-leaders were able to be "strong, yet caring and compassionate." (p. 

150). The skills were categorized into clusters. Within the cluster there are 

18 separate skills: Identified which the teacher-leaders displayed. The 

clusters include: 

Building trust and rapport 

Organizational diagnosis 

Dealing with the process 

Using resources 

Managing the work 

Building skill and confidence in others (p. 153). 

Within the context of their own schools the study revealed that teacher

leaders became learners who set a model for professionalism. According to 

Lieberman, Saxl, & Miles (1988), teacher-leaders learned about building 

collegiality, constructing new knowledge of curriculum and instruction, 

finding new approaches to helping their colleagues improve their teaching, 

and developing ways to change the structure of the school. The ultimate 

transformation for these teacher-leaders was in understanding that problems 

and conflict were unavoidable as they authored change in their·schools. 

Fullan's (1994) categories for attention in the discussion of teacher 

leadership encompass each of the questions and areas of knowledge 

indentified by Lieberman, Saxl, & Miles (1988). His premise, "Teacher 

leadership is not for a few; it is for all" (p. 246), matched that of the earlier 

study. Fullan lists six corresponding areas of commitment and knowledge 

that is required of all teachers. 

84 
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1. Knowledge of teaching and learning. With the dramatic increase in 

the knowledge base for teaching and learning teachers must have the abiltiy 

to: Work with a wide range of student diversity, be skilled in technology and 

related fields, know their subject area, how to integrate with other subjects, 

and be able to assess skills to change the curriculum and instruction as 

student need dictates. 

2. Knowledge of collegiality. Current conditions in education require 

today's teachers to be prepared to work collaboratively with their colleagues 

in and out of the school context. Teachers must recognize benefits derived 

from collaboration with other teachers, which contribute to the improvement 

of the culture of learning in the school. 

3. Knowledge of educational contexts. Teacher leadership requires 

that teachers develop a knowledge base that will infOnD them as they deal 

with the extended school community, parents, business, and social agencies. 

The notion of partnerships is key to school reform efforts. Educators can ill 

afford to isolate themselves if they want the conditions in schools to change. 

Leadership includes initiating and nurturing partnerships in varied contexts. 

4. Knowledge through contintuous learning. Teachers must take 

responsibility for their own learning and professional growth. The profession 

is dynamic and rapidly changing which means professionals keep up with, the 

movement. Teachers must model for students the value of being a learner. 

S. Knowledge of the change process. Since teachers seem to 

constantly be in the midst of change, it is important that they be 

knowledgeable of the process. Teachers need to be able to intiate, manage, 

and sustain change in their context. 
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6. Moral purpose. Important to any discussion of teachers and 

teaching is the personal commitment each person has to making a difference 

in the lives of children. The conn¢tment to improve society requires that 

teachers give serious consideration to what it means to teach. 

Fullan proposes that these six domains of knowledge and commitment 

are divided into two levels, institutional and individual. His belief is the 

individual level will be more successful in producing change than will the 

institutional level. Individual tachers must assume the job of changing the 

conditions of learning. Sarason points out: " ... the field will not change unless 

and until teachers seek to create those conditions the absence of which is a 

source of dissatisfaction and the presence of which is a source of satisfaction" 

(Sarason 1993, p. 66). His intent is that teachers realize part of their role is to 

improve the profession. Fullan also indicates that for reform to occur there 

must be external and internal forces. Teachers are the internal forces pushing 

out to make a connection to the external forces. All teachers have a 

responsibilty to the profession to give leadership to educational reform. 

Summary 

The literatrue review offers a view of the current thinking about four 

major bodies of research connected to school reform. A common note that is 

heard in these studies is that current reform initiatives require a new way of 

thinking about how teachers do their work. In order to manage the transitions 

that accompany change, it seems appropriate that professional development 

take the lead in working with teachers and school staffs to assist with the 

change process. If professional development is to be effective, it should offer 

teachers the opportunity to build a community of learners as well as a school 
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community. A community that values collaboration, risk taking, and inquiry 

will promote and support teacher-leaders. The reform task is complex and 

requires a strong commitment by teachers who are willing to assume the 

leadership for school renewal. My study refers to teacher leadership as the 

strength behind school reform. 



Overview 

Chapter 3 

Research Methodology 
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Described in this chapter are methods used to conduct this study. The 

first section describes the research methods appropriate to the purpose of the 

study. The second section discusses the participants. Sections three and four 

respectively identify the types of data collected, a description of the data 

sources and data analysis procedures. 

Research Method 

Shulman (1988) uses Shakespeare's Hamlet, to illustrate ways of 

thinking about method. In recalling Polonius's comment, "Though this be 

madness, yet there be method in it," Shulman points out that the method 

distinguishes research from simple observation. 

Before selecting a method of research it is important to pay attention to 

the problem and then select an appropriate research method (Shulman, 1988). 

The purpose of this study is to identify what motivation and background in 

leadership roles teachers bring to the transition from practitioner to leader and 

to describe their responses to that transition. 

Since I wanted to investigate a phenomenon within a specific context, I 

conducted a qualitative study which includes individual case studies, 

primarily composed from interviews and participant observations. The case 

studies were prepared to determine what teacher leaders anticipate will 

happen when they begin to work with their colleagues in leadership roles, 

their response to colleagues' reactions and their personal perception of the 
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workplace environment. I was interested in the quality of participants' 

preparation to assume leadership roles and how that preparation guided their 

behavior and sense of success. 

Erickson (1986) categorizes qualitative research as interpretive and 

defends the tenn based on three reasons: (1) it is more representative than 

using the tenus, case study or ethnography; (2) it does not indicate that the 

approach is nonquantitative, since both methods can sometimes work 

together; and (3) it centers on the heart of the approach which is to look for 

meaning in the social interaction of people within a specific context. 

Additionally, Erickson (1986) points out that recognizing and identifying 

"What is happening ... ?" is the process of making the familiar strange and 

can best be accomplished by using the qualitative approach because of the 

reflective component built into this method. Since my study focuses on the 

daily interactions teachers have with their colleagues, this approach is 

suitable. 

Bogdan and Biklen (1992) found five characteristics which they 

attribute to qualitative research. They caution, however, that qualitative 

studies have all these traits in varying degrees. Qualitative research is 

conducted in a natural setting, for example in the school, and the researcher is 

the essential element in the process. The importance of this first 

characteristic is that the study is conducted in context because that is what 

concerns the researcher. The belief is that human behavior is determined in 

part, by the setting in which it occurs. A second feature is the descriptive 

nature of the data collected. It requires that the researcher pay attention to 

minute details, nothing is considered trivial. Process is the third feature. 
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Researchers examine how people negotiate meaning and how certain events 

evolved (history), and how tenns take on specific meaning related to the 

context. fu my study, for example, I was interested in the teacher's definition 

of leadership and how that was applied to his/her role in the school. The 

fourth feature explains that the data are analyzed inductively. The intent is 

not to prove or disprove a theory, but to examine a phenomenon which is 

open for interpretation and understanding. Finally, the fifth feature of 

qualitative research is meaning. The participant perspectives are critical to 

the researcher. It is through the participant's perspective that the researcher 

sees the interactions of the people and the situations. Some dynamics are 

frequently not seen by outsiders. fu the case of my study, I was interested in 

the teachers' reactions and responses as they moved into leadership roles. It 

was from their perspective that I gained understanding of the dynamics 

involved in their transition from teacher to leader. 

Qualitative research has typically been associated with such social 

sciences as anthropology, history, and political science (Miles and Hubennan, 

1984). More recently, researchers in fields that have been traditionally 

quantitative ( psychology, sociology, linguistics, educational research, and 

program evaluation) have made a move to using the qualitative method of 

research. Qualitative methodologies lend themselves especially to the early 

observation stage of research programs, whereas quantitative methods lend 

themselves to the latter experimental stages of a research program. 

Additional support for the use of qualitative data lies in the fact that it offers 

descriptions and explanations that are context specific and well grounded in 

process. According to Smith (1978) stories and incidents create a much 
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clearer picture for the reader and are more convincing than voluminous sets of 

numbers. Qualitative data are information collected from the environment 

and presented to the reader in words, symbols, and analogies. The words 

provide elaborate descriptions of circumstances, people, and events; as well 

as direct quotes from participants about their thinking, perceptions, and 

attitudes. The result of the descriptions is the understanding which comes 

from studying one phenomenon. Since I was interested in teacher perceptions 

and responses rather than behaviors, I focused on narratives. Therefore, a 

qualitative approach was most appropriate to reveal the interpretations given 

to leadership by the participants. 

Case Study. This study was conducted using the case study as the 

research technique. The decision to use the case study was made because I 

was interested in observing the responses to leadership roles of teachers 

rather than in testing a theory. This process is what Cornbach (1975, p.l23) 

calls "interpretation in context." Since the concentration is on one 

circumstance, the case study reveals the interaction of critical elements that 

are characteristic of the situation. It is particularly suited to instances where 

the event cannot be separated from the context. My study was conducted 

within the participants' context. Merriam (1988) outlines four characteristics 

that are key attributes of a qualitative case study. Particularistic means that 

the core of the study is a specific situation, event, or program. This part of 

the design makes its use appropriate for investigating everyday problems and 

examining the way the group or individual being studied confronts specific 

issues. Descriptive means that the end of the process produces a detailed 

description of the circumstance studied. The description terms originate in 
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anthropology and are related to interpretation of data based on cultural nonns 

and demographic data. Heuristic indicates that the case study can broaden 

the reader's experience, give confirmation of what is already known, and 

make a discovery about what was studied. Inductive refers to the type of 

reasoning such as the emergence of generalizations, or theories from 

examining the data. Inquiry and discovery characterize the inductive 

approach rather than confirming predetermined hypotheses. According to 

Carter (1990) cases may assist us in examining the complex nature of the 

teaching process as well as offer the opportunity to reveal teacher thinking 

and to grasp the context of the classroom as it contributes to instruction. 

A case study according to Stake (1988) belongs to the field of 

education, yet it is more often associated with medicine or social work. 

Additionally, Stake indicates that the case study differs from other fonns of 

research in that the attention is given to a single case rather than multiple 

cases. Conclusions are drawn from the commonalties that emerge from the 

number of cases, as opposed to conclusions derived from differences. The 

case study gives attention to the complex nature of each case which provides 

the interpretations and conclusions for the researcher. A critical advantage of 

the case study is that the researcher is able to discover occurrences or 

processes that could be go unnoticed with less in-depth methods. Case 

studies can bridge the gap between theory and practice (Shulman, 1992). The 

nature of the case study is such that the reader is able to analyze the content 

of the study. The reader is encouraged to reach into the case for hislher own 

understanding and evaluation. In sum, the case study offers an intensive 

description and analysis of one circumstance which is then explained within a 
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context. The asswnptions which surround the case study are born from 

qualitative rather than quantitative research. Process is the focal point as well 

as interpretation and understanding, and the accent is placed on description 

and understanding within a specific context (Merriam, 1988). 

One issue in using the case study method of research is connected to 

the question of validity. Since validity is tied to the alignment of the 

researcher's statements of reality and the condition he or she represents, the 

conclusions of the researcher act as the filter through which the reader sees . 

the situation (Eisner & Peshkin, 1990). Accordingly, validity is reached when 

the truth is told about an "objectively described state of affairs" (p.97). In yet 

another view of validity in qualitative research, Jackson (1986) asserts that in 

looking at the educational world we need to learn to "look at" rather than 

focus on "looking for" (p.99). Jackson says our practice oflooking for 

support for our intended conclusions limits our ability to be open to seeing 

situations as they are rather than how we expect them to be. Validity, in this 

context then, is how we approach the world. Yin (1989) suggests that issues 

of validity are central to the criticism of case studies and other forms of 

qualitative research. He recommends using multiple sources of information 

or "triangulation." Miles and Huberman (1984) suggest that the multiple 

sources be independent of each other so that a solid alignment exists between 

sources. The term used by Miles and Huberman to describe this process is 

"corroboration." They further state that if the researcher consciously collects 

and uses multiple checks on the findings, the process of corroboration will 

occur naturally as part of the data-gathering process. 
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Stake (1988), argues that validity is dependent upon how the findings 

from a study are used. If a case study is valid, it provides the reader a useful 

and accurate account ofa "bounded system" (p.263). The observing and 

reporting process offers opportunities to see a phenomenon from different 

vantage points which can be validated by returning to do observation from the 

same perspective. The return observation is one way in which the researcher 

can confinn hislher observations. fu many cases the validity of the report 

relies on the purposes and point of view of the reader. 

To avoid possible bias, I did not state specifically the case study 

interviews dealt with teacher leadership .. Identification of teacher leadership 

as a study focus was not revealed in order to reduce the potential of 

influencing participant responses. Clearly, the study includes my perspective 

on teacher leadership. Field observations were formal and informal 

(Yin, 1 989). Formal observations included faculty council meetings, general 

staff meetings, and small group presentations to individual departments. 

fufonnal observations included teacher to teacher interactions in various 

locations at the school. Multiple data sources were used. Participants were 

interviewed, observations were made of varied situations within the school 

setting, and corroboration with participants was conducted. 

Participants 

This section details the participants involved in the study. Participants 

are referred to as participant and the researcher as "I." According to Spradley 

(1980) the participant engages in activities appropriate to a situation. The 

researcher, for the purpose of this study, is an observer, not a participant 



observer who takes the dual role of observer and engages in activities with 

the participant. 
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In my role as a director of professional development I had access to 

groups of teachers working with professional development. I selected the 

participants from two groups of teachers. The first was the Professional 

Development Teacher Cadre, a group of teachers who perform staff 

development responsibilities throughout the district during the summer and on 

four district inservice days. The second group from which I made selections 

was the Leadership Academy. The academy is composed of teachers who 

are interested in learning more about school leadership. This group meets 

two times each month for one school year. The criteria I used to make the 

selections were (1) each teacher had to be teaching for part of the day, and 

(2) each teacher had to be responsible for additional tasks for which he/she 

was released for a portion of the work day. The additional duties had to be 

built into the workday and not perfonned at the end of the day. For example, 

one participant taught for three periods and then had the three remaining 

periods of the day to work as the literacy specialist. 

The participants in the study were four female teachers, three 

Caucasians and one African American. All teach in secondary schools in a 

large Southwestern urban school district. Three teachers work at the high 

schoollevel and one at the middle schoollevel. The range of teaching 

experience is between 15 and 20 years. Three of the participants hold 

Masters' degrees in education while one holds a Ph.D. in education. 

Additional detailed information about each teacher is provided in Chapter 4. 



Since my approach to the study was infonnaI, I used names to refer to the 

participants. Each participant selected a name not her own. 

Data Collection and Sources 
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The tools used for this study were (a) a questionnaire designed to 

eliminate those teachers who did not meet the selection criteria (see 

appendix).(b) structured interviews and interview transcriptions (c) field notes 

(d) follow-up interviews to review interview transcription. Before beginning 

the study I wanted to know if the questions I was asking would produce 

responses that were congruent with my research questions. I ran a pilot 

interview to detennine the strength of the interview questions. The responses 

to the pilot interview caused me to alter the content of the questions I asked 

and to be more flexible about the order of the questions. The process of 

collecting the data from the pilot interview eliminated preconceived notions I 

had fonned. From this set of data I was able to refine the interview questions 

used in the study. 

The purpose of the questionnaire was to select participants who had 

leadership roles at their schools. The questions provided the researcher with 

infonnation regarding the teachers' years of experience, role at the school, and 

degree of participation in leadership activities outside the normal school day. 

Each participant selected taught classes and was released for a portion of the 

day to fimction in the additional leadership role. Participants were selected 

from two groups of teachers; (1) members of a district leadership academy 

and (2) members of the district staff development teacher cadre. The total 

number ofteachers from which the selection was made was 114. From the 

114 teachers I selected 25 teachers, a cross section of elementary, middle, 
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and high school teachers as a sample, to whom I sent the selection 

questionnaire (see appendix). Nineteen teachers responded to the 

questionnaire. From the nineteen respondents I selected four participants (see 

participant section). I had access to each of the four participants on a regular 

basis. Two of the participants were interviewed at their schools and the 

remaining two participant interviews were conducted in my office. My visits 

to the schools were conducted periodically over a period of one year and 

during a regular school day. I visited each participant four times throughout 

the one-year period. One visit was focused on attending a staff development 

session the teacher was conducting. The remaining three visits were 

observations of the teachers working informally with other faculty members 

in department meetings. On all four occasions I spent time observing classes 

in the school and walking through the hallways and cafeteria to get a sense of 

the context of the school. My purpose in spending time in the school was to 

have knowledge of the workplace as I developed the profiles of each of the 

four participants (see chapter four). 



Figure 1. DATA SET SELECTION PROCESS 
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Interviewing. A primary data collection procedure in qualitative 

research is interviewing. According to Fettennan (1989) interviews are 

classified into four categories: structured, semi-structured, infonnal, and 

retrospective. The use of unstructured or infonnal interviewing is typically 

considered by qualitative researchers the best way to gather infonnation about 

the perceptions of people (Stainback & Stainback, 1988). Often, various 

interview techniques integrate and overlap. 

The purpose of this study was to examine the perceptions of reality 

from the perspective of the participants. In order to draw out those 

perceptions, I used interviews as the primary source of data-collection. 

Unstructured or infonnal interviews appear to serve the case study 

best. Often, casual friendly conversations with participants provide 

qualitative researchers with much of their data. These infonnal conversations 

offer the participant a relaxed, natural setting in which to tell their "story". 



The challenge to the researcher in these infonnal settings is to maintain an 

organized approach to the research purposes. 
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The use of open-ended questions allows the participant to give 

direction to the interview. However, there is a probability of decreasing the 

comparable data across participants. On the other hand, if the researcher uses 

the closed-end questions it reduces the chance of allowing the participant to 

structure the topic. The optimal approach is to use a combination of 

structured and infonnal techniques which allows the researcher to use the 

technique which is best suited for the goals of the research. A final 

consideration is to give the participant the freedom to express hislher own 

perceptions in hislher own words (Stainback & Stainback, 1988). 

In this study the interviews were taped and then transcribed for 

analysis. Appointments for the interviews were made with a simple phone 

call. The actual interviews were held in a variety of places. I interviewed 

two participants in their classrooms at their school (Molly and Sara) and two 

participants came to my office for the interview (Miranda and Ellen). The 

interviews varied in length depending on the need by the participant to clarify 

additional anecdotal infonnation beyond that called for in the questions. A 

typical interview lasted about one and one half hours. The questions helped 

me to focus on each participant's personal history at the school and in her 

leadership role (s). Questions were given in a flexible fonnat so that 

participants could respond in a conversational manner. Additional interviews 

were conducted for the purpose of clarifying responses and validating themes 

which emerged from the initial interview. The follow-up interviews were 

conducted at each participant's school and lasted between one and two hours. 
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The follow-up interview was based on the responses given in the first. Each 

participant was given a copy of the transcription of the initial interview and 

had the opportunity to correct, comment, or add to the content. In the follow

up interview I was able to ask questions, clarify, and verify information and 

themes that emerged from the first interview. I was also interested in 

discussing topics not touched in the first interview. This process proved to be 

valuable in gathering additional support for the analysis across participants. 

Data Analysis 

The study is qualitative and uses the case study method. I focused on 

the role of teacher-leaders, preconceptions of the role of the teacher-leaders, 

their relationships with colleagues, and the culture in which each teacher 

operates. I wanted to understand the complex nature of the interactions 

which took place between teacher-leaders and their colleagues. The case 

study provides the avenue to examine the complexities of human interaction, 

and I used that information as a way to broaden my own knowledge, not to 

generalize to other instances of teacher leadership. 

Miles and Huberman (1984) indicate that analysis "consists of three 

concurrent flows of activities: data reduction, data display, and conclusion 

drawing/verification" (p.21). Data reduction actually begins prior to data 

collection. The researcher makes what Miles and Huberman (1984) call 

"analytic choices" (p.21). Researcher choices are made with regard to which 

data to code, which to select, and which to exclude. The analysis is not 

separate from reduction in that it is through data reduction that the data 

become more focused, organized, and sorted so that conclusions can be 

determined and verified. 
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Data display includes the organization and representation of data. This 

part of the process occurs during data collection and continues past the 

collection stage. Miles and Huberman (1984) use gasoline gauges and 

computer screens as examples of a display. They suggest that by looking at a 

display, understanding can occur which may then lead to action. It is 

important to note that Miles and Huberman (1984) recommend to develop a 

systematic display and more creative mechanisms than the traditional row and 

columns of a matrix. 

The third stage of the analysis is conclusion drawing and verification. 

This stage of the research is assigning meaning, finding regularities, patterns, 

and explanations. Miles and Huberman recommend to exercise caution at 

this stage so that conclusions can be verified and "tested for their plausibility" 

(Miles & Huberman, 1984 p.22). Unless data are tested we may be left with 

"interesting stories about what happened, of unknown truth and 

utility" (p. 22). 

For the purposes of this study I analyzed the data in the following 

ways. First, I did a data reduction process based on the content of the 

participant's response to the research questions that created a profile of each 

participant. The interviews were anyalzed through cultrual domians 

(Spradley, 1980). The cultural domain is a fimdmental section in every 

culture, and domain analysis is the first layer of etlmographic research. For 

example, the domains of the workplace, or the preconceptions about 

leadership each participant shared are two of the domains which emerged as a 

result of the interviews. The profile of each participant was created using the 

following domains; experience and background, workplace, preparation for 
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leadership, preconceptions about leadership, anticipation of role 

responsibilities, conditons of support for teacher leaders. A list of domains 

was established for e!lch participant and that ultimately led to the profile I 

developed for each of the four participants. 

The second analysis drew me to look for overall themes across the 

. interviews. According to Spradley (1980), "a theme is an assertion that has a 

high degree of generality" (p. 141). The themes were verified within parts of 

the interviews. For example, Ellen indicated that her perception ofleadership 

was "whacking people over the head to get them to do what you wanted." 

This comment lead to the theme of readiness for leadership. 

A third process I used was metaphor. I asked each participant to use a 

metaphor that explained her response to leadership. Carter (1990) argues that 

the use of metaphor gives clarity to teacher knowledge about teaching as well 

as other conditions which influence teaching. According to Caine & Caine 

(1994) the use of metaphor for gaining new knowledge is innate to the 

learning process. The implication for the work of teachers is that to use 

metaphor employs reflection which is how meaning is constructed in the 

brain. Another approach in constructing metaphors is to use the "seeing as" 

practice. The objective is to analyze an area of interest as if it were 

something else. For example, seeing a system or organization as a garden. 

The use of metaphor allows us to gain a new perspective on a subject 

(Crowell, 1989). For my purposes, the use of metaphor allowed the 

participants to look at their leadership role. 
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Summary 

This chapter has outlined the methods, the participants, data collection, 

types of data, and data analysis procedures. Throughout the process I was 

conscious of being open and non-judgmental in my approach. In the words of 

Hamlet, "To be or not to be, that is the question ... " It actually is not the 

question, but it is important to note that in examining data and working in 

schools we, as ethical researchers, mUst always keep in the forefront that 

what we see mayor may not be what is reality to the participants, and it is 

critical to listen to each participant without bias or predetennined notions. 
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This chapter presents each teacher's story and then the data is analyzed 

through cultural domains and themes. Four research questions guided data 

collection and reporting of findings. 

1. How have teachers been prepared to assume leadership roles? 

2. What are teachers' preconceptions about leadership? 

3. What do teachers anticipate will happen as a result of this 

transition from practitioner to leader? 

4. What are the conditions that support and sustain teacher 

leaders? 

Since the data of this study are the stories told by the participants, they are 

presented as a portrait of each individual. The portraits allow for a full 

understanding of the context in which each teacher works and the analysis 

that follows. Often exact quotations from various portraits, the teacher-leader 

is examined, calling attention to perceptions of leadership, preparation for 

leadership roles, and conditions that support and sustain teacher leaders. 

Molly's Portrait 

Experience and Background. Molly teaches World History and Global 

Studies at the sophomore level. She has a Master's degree in Reading and 

has been teaching for 23 years. In her words, " I fluctuated in my teaching 

career between teaching social studies and reading. My first job in this 

district was as a reading resource teacher." She has taught in a variety of 
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settings and worked for a variety of principals. This is her ninth year at her 

current school. Molly is also teaching a class at one of the local, for profit 

universities, where she works with teachers enrolled in Master's degree or 

special certification programs. She is currently attending a local district 

leadership academy for the purposes of learning more about leadership and 

examining the current literature relevant to educational leadership. 

Workplace. Molly speaks of her workplace as an "inner city school 

with seventy to eighty percent minority population. It is a magnet school and 

Anglo population is predominate in the magnet students. The majority of the 

students are low SES yet a few students come from high income families. 

We have a significant bilingual population and limited English proficient 

students." The student population is about 2,100 with a faculty of 145 to 150, 

including part-time teachers. This high school is one of several in a south 

western urban school district. Molly feels little connection to the district and 

did not speak of the district in the context of our discussion. Over the past six 

years the school has had three principals. She reported that teachers stayed 

mostly to themselves, in their classrooms, unless required to attend a meeting 

or staff development session. Molly is assigned to teach two classes in 

addition to performing responsibilities in three distinctly different roles on 

campus for the remainder of her day. She is the department chair for a 

content area, the coordinator of the Advanced Placement courses, and 

coordinator of Literacy Across the Curriculum. Molly described her role, "As 

the coordinator of the literacy program I work with content area teachers to 

incorporate literacy strategies into their curriculum to get the kids more 

literate in both reading and writing. My big project this year has been trying 
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to implement portfolios across the curriculum." Molly took on all three of 

these roles because " I thought it would be something I could handle and it 

was another opportunity for me to work with teachers and I enjoy working 

with teachers." The principal didn't seem to have a clear picture of what the 

jobs were and indicated that she could not do all three. The principal told her 

she would have to give up one of the three. She asked why and he said, "I 

told you that you need to be in the classroom for three periods." Molly says 

she "called his bluff'. She gave him two choices, "I will do all three and do 

them well or 111 go back to the classroom for five periods. Well, that was the 

last time we had any conversation about it." She reports to the principal but 

thinks she has a closer connection to duties of the Assistant Principal for 

Instruction and should report to him. There wasn't an Assistant Principal for 

Instruction when she took on these jobs and so she reported to the principal, 

but when the assistant was hired she reported to him for the social studies and 

All jobs and the principal for the literacy position. According to Molly: 

So actually what I have done is kind of just gone to the assistant 
principal unless the principal needed to know something. You know it 
is kind of vague but I don't need to have contact with either of them 
unless there is problem. They do not give me direction. I tell them 
what I'm going to do and they approve it or not, and then I tell them 
why I think it is important. There's no direction. 

Preparation for Leadership. Molly reported that she had no training in 

leadership skills to prepare her for her positions as department chair and 

program coordinator. She relied on "my gut" to get her into the process of 

working with her colleagues. Molly said, "I have a willingness to work. I 

enjoy working and enjoy the people around me." She spent much of her time 
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just talking with people, getting advice from people who had more experience 

in the programs than she did. She had no formal training to serve as a 

knowledge base for assuming these leadership roles. Molly indicated that, " 

I think I have a positive attitude. I know I am non-judgmental and I avoid 

gossiping and try to remain neutral. I think those characteristics are probably 

why I am able to function efficiently." She said she wished she had more 

training because she believed she could only "go so far" with her current 

knowledge of leadership but " in order to really dig in and make a significant 

difference I need to learn more." Molly indicated that she didn't have a 

repertoire of strategies for working with her colleagues from a leadership 

role. 

Preconceptions about Leadership. When Molly talked about her idea 

of leadership she conveyed th view that a good leader is a person who has the 

ability to see the best in other people and to be able to pull the best out of 

others. She said a good leader "is bright, and sensitive, willing to work, and 

has interpersonal relationship skills. Someone in a leadership role needs to be 

able to get up in front of people and talk comfortably." Molly's idea of 

leadership was one of authority to make decisions about how to interact with 

teachers but what she discovered was that she has responsibility and 

autonomy but no authority. She knows the content of the department and the 

literacy programs but believes she lacks formal leadership training. Her 

refle~tion on why she wanted to assume the leadership role was, "I have an 

interest in the educational process outside of the classroom, particularly in my 

areas of strength, literacy, Advance Placement, and Social Studies." Molly 



regarded her knowledge of the content and her interest in these areas as 

sufficient for her to be effective as she worked with her colleagues. 
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Anticipation of Role Responsibilities Generally, Molly didn't know 

what to expect or what her days would be like when she agreed to take on the 

new responsibilities. She thought she would have to "prove myself' with the 

teachers. There were questions in her mind, " am I smart enough to handle 

this, and how will I prove myself?" She reports that it wasn't like going into a 

new school where no one knew her, but she still believed she had to really 

work hard to gain credibility with the staff. She said: 

I knew I would have to win over their trust because they're so diverse 
and they're so needy and many of them are so out of touch with reality, 
that if I could just coordinate personalities this first year, that would be 
a victory. I didn't want them to view my role as a leadership role. I 
view myself as a conduit between the teachers and the administration. 
I am a resource, helping person, that's my perspective. I viewed myself 
as an equal and as ... an ally. I'm a doer so as soon as they said I need 
this or that, I got it for them immediately, they thought oh, she's doing 
her job. I sit and do research and look for materials for them. I think 
at first people were a little resentful so I had to go very slowly and try 
to let them know that I wanted to work with them and help them. 

Conditions of Support for Teacher Leaders. Molly's response to the 

question of support reaffirmed her view that the administration had to set the 

climate for teachers to work in different ways with their colleagues. She 

believes the group [teachers] must feel empowered and have the ability and 

time to collaborate. Time was an important issue with Molly. Her comments 

focused on the notion that she, as a department chair and coordinator, wasn't 

given adequate time to completely fulfill the job responsibilities, nor were the 

teachers given the time to actively participate in staff development, inquiry, or 



problem solving on issues relevant to their practice. She also believes 

teachers are not held accountable by the administration for implementing 

strategies into their practice, presented in staff development sessions. Her 

assessment was that teachers came to the staff development sessions but 

administrators didn't do follow-up to ensure that they were experimenting 

with the new ideas in their classrooms. 
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Metaphor for Leadership. During the iriterview Molly was asked to 

use a metaphor to describe leadership. She responded by saying, "Good 

leadership is the glue that keeps the organization together. Without the 

support and guidance of a leader the group loses its focus and clear vision of 

purpose." The role of the teacher leader, according to the metaphor, has two 

integrated elements, the cohesive state of holding something together and the 

process of staying on track with a vision. The leader sets the course and then 

provides the necessary support to connect everything being done in the 

organization (school) to the vision. 

Ellen's Portrait 

Experience and Background. Ellen began her teaching career 16 years 

ago teaching English as a second language to adults in a large metropolitan 

city with an international setting. She had a Bachelor of Arts degree in 

English and a Master's degree in Teaching English as a second language. In 

her words, "Adult education is just heaven. It's great to work with adults who 

are in the class to make a better life for themselves and I was their connection 

to a better life." Ellen is currently teaching in a high school that is part of a 

large southwestern urban school district. She teaches English as a second 

language (ESL) and serves as a resource teacher in the Bilingual Education 
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department at the school. In addition to the high school teaching, Ellen often 

teaches at a local for profit university, on the weekend. She is also a member 

of the local district cadre of teachers who facilitate staff development for. 

teachers in the district. 

Workplace. Ellen describes her school as having the largest ESL 

population in the district. "Hispanics are the majority with a small group of 

Anglos, and a very small group of African American students. It's an 

interesting school. Our faculty has a large number of Hispanic teachers so the 

separation between the community and the school is not as dramatic as it 

might be." Ellen says that a high percentage of the students come from 

families where Spanish is the first language. She believes the school should 

do more to work with the language resources available among the student 

population. Her opinion is that the administration doesn't share her interest in 

developing the students as resources and therefore does nothing in that regard 

to work with a student to student program of language development. Part of 

her job responsibility is to ensure compliance with state laws regarding 

bilingual students. Ellen believes in general that there is a division between 

teachers and administrators. 

She said: 

I think every single administrator should be in a classroom. I think it is 
important if people are trying to lead a school, they should first lead a 
classroom. There's a huge division and a lack of understanding and 
appreciation between teachers and administrators. The teachers think 
the administrators don't do anything because they don't have classroom 
responsibilities. Administrators, I don't know what they think about 
teachers but teachers don't find them [administrators] credible. People 
lose credibility with teachers very quickly if they are out of the 
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classroom. If you keep one hand in the classroom, if you teach just 
one class, it has a big effect on teachers and how they react to you in 
trying to do staff development or other work with them. I think also 
teachers should spend a little time doing administrators' sorts of things 
or some kind of job sharing. Teachers don't appreciate what 
administrators do and they think they are walking home with no papers, 
no grading and they have a cushy job. 

Ellen's role at the school is to work with administrators and teachers. She 

facilitates staff development, makes presentations at faculty meetings, and 

sets up co~ttees of teachers who review and approve bilingual programs in 

the curriculum. 

Preparation for Leadership. Ellen indicated she had no formal 

leadership training. When asked how she learned about leadership, her 

response was, " The school of hard knocks mainly." She explained that there 

was nothing in her teacher preparation that assisted in her teacher-leader role. 

Her teacher preparation was primarily research and writing. She indicated 

her idea of leading was, " Whacking people over the head, but that didn't 

work very well. But that was the only strategy I knew which was basically 

going in and trying to do it my way and bully people." Ellen reported that she 

was mentored by a teacher who had been at the school for 15 years, knew the 

staff, the culture, and the traditions. Her self-appointed mentor helped Ellen 

learn how to work with the staff and shared her knowledge of the school and 

its' traditions with her. Ellen's assessment of her situation was: 

I was in a lot of pain so I was willing to listen. I really was unhappy 
and knew it wasn't working. I knew I had good ideas and the school 
could benefit but I didn't know how to make it happen. Just spending 
time getting to know people and very slowly integrating myself into the 
school was more effective than whacking anybody. 
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She expressed a desire for experience in working in a collaborative of shared 

administrative duties and policy decisions saying that would have provided a 

template for her future tasks as a coordinator. Training in people 

management; the basics of working cooperatively would also have been 

helpful to Ellen as preparation for a leadership role. 

Anticipation of Role Responsibilities. In her conversation Ellen 

indicated she took the job of coordinator and didn't quite Wlderstand what the 

responsibilities would be or how the role would impact her teaching. She 

explains: 

I fear it was my arrogance that motivated me to move out of my 
classroom into a broader venue. I was frustrated by what I believed 
were cOWlter productive school-wide policies and classroom practices 
which hurt, rather than helped students achieve their potential. I was 
dismayed by the phenomenon of "blaming the victim" which I heard so 
frequently from frustrated teachers, who could not Wlderstand why 
their students lacked motivation to even attempt to succeed. 

Ellen's insight into what the job would encompass came when the 

administrator responsible for the instructional program asked her to write her 

own job description, after she had been on the job for two years. The school 

had not had the position of Bilingual Director so there was no prior 

experience on which to build a job description. The position was created to 

comply with a federal law which required that the bilingual program be 

systematic and organized to fit federal and state mandates for bilingual 

education. According to Ellen, "I had no idea of what to do at this job and 

no one on campus knew either." In a practical sense the school got a person 



who had knowledge of bilingual education and was committed to the 

program. 
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Ellen's experience with her colleagues was, according to her, 

"frustrating." She experienced teachers who were fearful of the concept of 

change and said she thought her students were more willing to take a risk than 

teachers. She didn't think teachers would be resistant to her suggestions, yet 

they were. In fact, she said that the teachers thought she was an administrator 

and the administrators thought she was a teacher. Her belief about the 

teachers was defined by her own value of leaming. She thought all of her 

colleagues would value and embrace the information she was sharing with 

them in staff development sessions; that was not the case. 

In Ellen's case the job came up which involved coordinating a bilingual 

education program and she applied because it sounded, "exciting." What she 

didn't realize was that the job would also require her to function in somewhat 

of a managerial role, for which she had no training nor did she have plans to 

assume that kind of a position. 

She explained that she had not expected to meet the kind of opposition 

from teachers which she ultimately had to confront. "A person can't assume 

that teachers don't care about kids just because that teacher doesn't use the 

particular strategy I think is best." Ellen said she made that assumption many 

times when she first began working with the staff of her school. She reported 

that her expectation of her colleagues was not what happened. She gave an 

example, "teachers are not team players, teachers are gods in their 

classrooms. I know how to run a classroom and control a bunch of kids, but I 



did not know how to cooperate and be a good peer, where would I learn 

that?" 

Ellen's anticipation of what would ~appen in her role as coordinator 

was based on her own understanding of what was important to teach and 

what was necessary for the bilingual program to be successful. Her 

experiences were quite different from what she hoped would be a positive 

interaction for her and for her colleagues. 
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Conditions of Support for Teacher Leaders. District policy regarding 

bilingual programs gave Ellen a sense of support. However she didn't feel 

support from the local school administration. Yet, the administrator 

responsible for the instructional program acknowledged Ellen as a risk-taker 

and encouraged her to continue to work with teachers in her role as 

coordinator and staff developer. Ellen reported that she felt very separated 

from information at the school that would help her make decisions for her 

department. She also reported that she did not feel part of the general 

decision-making process as it connected to the complete school picture. Her 

account of the decision-making and budgeting process was, "It is top secret, I 

have no clue how much money is allotted each to the departments (math, 

science, ect.), I know what we ask for, I know what we get and that's it." In 

Ellen's opinion teachers who are in a leadership role should be given a year

long sabbatical to work as a resource teacher to peer coach and team teach 

with colleagues. She also believes that teacher-leaders should be on "the 

inside loop of the school to monitor the pulse of the faculty as well as get and 

give input for quality improvement and decision making." When Ellen talks 

about support for teacher-leaders she has definite ideas about what will work. 
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Exceptionally capable teachers, would-be leaders, get punished rather 
than rewarded by the system by having large classes full of students 
with special needs, ESL and Special Education because these are the 
teachers who work well with all students. In addition, these are the 
same individuals administrators rely on to help with all the special 
projects: North Central Certification, Open House, family support 
programs, etc. Ultimately, if districts want to develop their most 
important and costly resource, teachers, they will have to stop adding 
to their work load and provide more time without student contact. 
Teachers in Japan are in the classroom only 3 hours a day. Many of 
the best US teachers leave the field due to the unrealistic work load 
required to be truly effective in the classroom today. We need to 
provide ways to reward master teachers other than moving into 
administrative positions, where many of their excellent teaching skills 
will rarely be utilized to improve the quality of teaching in their own 
school. 

Metaphor for Leadership. Ellen's metaphor for leadership was 

explained by using two examples which worked for her definition of 

leadership. 

One of my favorite representations ofleadership is the Far-Side 
cartoon which shows a group of geese flying the V -formation. The 
goose flying point has just collided with a flagpole and the caption 
reads "The hazards of leadership." Another metaphor I'm fond of 
comes from New Zealand where gardeners frequently conform to the 
fonnal British style of gardening with tidy rows and straight edges. 
The metaphor for a leader is the "too tall poppy"; the flower that sticks 
up above its companions. The "too tall poppy" gets cut off by the 
gardeners seeking conformity in their hedge or flower bed. 

Ellen's reflection on her thoughts about leadership conveyed that the 

traditional "top-down mandates" form of leadership not only is not effective 

but also hazardous to the healthy professional who is committed to improving 

the quality of practice in schools. She said that the top-down style negates 
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the dignity of those the leader is pretending to assist. Her belief is that 

leaders must affinn the dignity, creativity and skillfulness of those 

participating in the process to fonn a collaborative, effective and powerful 

organization. Ellen stated conclusively, "Leadership requires vision and faith. 

Leaders must have faith that all people have value, deserve respect, and 

knowledge to contribute." Most significant to Ellen in her discussion of 

leadership was the insight she gained as a result of her experience. She 

related that her faith in people has grown as she learned to trust that even her 

adversaries, perhaps especially her adversaries, have much to teach her, 

ultimately forging a stronger, better planned design for change. Despite her 

initial frustrations and on-going challenges, Ellen is still hopeful and 

committed to making a difference at her school with the group of teachers 

with whom she works. 

Miranda's Portrait 

Experience and Background. Miranda's background and career in 

education is somewhat unusual. She started teaching when she was 15 years 

old. She is a native ofa small island community outside of the United States. 

After completing college she taught in a small rural community in a south

western state and then returned to her native country to teach one year. She 

returned to the southwest and is completing her twenty-first year of teaching. 

Not all 21 years were consecutive. She is currently teaching English in a high 

school with an enrollment of approximately 2100 students. She is in her 

seventh year at her current school. She is also teaching at the local university 

and was a participant in the district's Leadership Academy. 
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Workplace. She describes the school as having," a largely minority 

population, the largest percentage of students is probably Hispanic, larger 

than the white population. The black population is comparable to the white 

population, and then we also have a small percentage of Native Americans." 

She believes there are about 150 teachers at the school and it took her three 

years before she finally met all the members of the faculty. The school is part 

of a large southwestern urban school district. According to Miranda the 

school has a lot of traditions and history in the community so that everything 

that happens at the school everybody knows about. The teachers at the 

school don't feel they have much say in the decisions because decisions 

become community decisions. Miranda is the Language Acquisition 

Coordinator and is expected to work with teachers to help them come up with 

different strategies to work with linguistically diverse students. She thinks 

the teachers at the school did not get the necessary training to work with the 

linguistically diverse population and so her position was created. She is 

responsible for developing and delivering inservice to the entire faculty in 

language acquisition methodologies. The program was mandated by the 

principal. In addition to these responsibilities Miranda teaches three periods 

of English. She believes the principal has a clear understanding of what her 

job is and supports her. The evidence she used to make that detennination 

was that the principal required all the administrators at the school to attend 

the inservices she was doing for the teachers. Her interpretation was, "that 

was major support. " 
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Preparation for Leadership. Miranda's account of her preparation for 

leadership was that she keeps reading about areas of interest to her and that 

was how she learned what little she knew about leadership. 

I do a lot of reading and I am always educating myself. I take courses, 
and I go to conferences and then I take every opportunity to share the 
information. I think when you start doing that people see you as a 
leader. There was nothing in my teaching preparation that prepared me 
for this role. When I decided to pursue a doctorate I was encouraged 
to take administrative classes and that was always something I didn't 
want to do. I didn't want to be a high school principal, I didn't want to 
be an administrator. I just wanted to be a scholar. But, you know, I 
think if you are in the public schools it is kind of difficult to be just a 
scholar. There are needs and ifpeople think that you fit particular 
needs you get thrust into those situations. 

Miranda believes her teaching adds a variety to what she does as a 

leader and that in some small way learning to teach has helped her learn to 

lead. 

Preconceptions about Leadership. Despite having little fonnal 

preparation in leadership Miranda believed she was right for the position 

because: 

I know that I knew more than most people, so it was just natural that I 
become someone others would look to for direction. If unconsciously I 
sought a leadership role it would be because I had to be led by those 
who don't know. So rather than falling into that kind of a situation I 
would have to assume a leadership role. I think people perceive me as 
non threatening. They told me I am gentle but I think it is gentle and 
firm. 

Miranda indicated she was very knowledgeable which gave her credibility 

with teachers. She said, " They see me in the trenches with them which gives 



me credibility." Her idea of leadership was to help people to realize their 

highest potential, realize what they have and help them put that to use. 
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Anticipation of Role Responsibilities. Miranda reported that she 

thought she could make a difference with teachers as the coordinator. She 

likes sharing information and interacting with teachers. Her interaction with 

the staff to this point had been minimal, in fact she didn't even know some 

staff members. She spent most of her time outside of class time in her room 

working, alone. Her thinking about the position was: 

I thought it was going to be a piece of cake until I had inserviced 
people who didn't want to be inserviced. I was doing something I liked 
to do and thought my colleagues were too. The revelation came when I 
had to work with people who were not necessarily interested in what I 
had to say. 

Miranda changed her thinking and said she started to get to know 

better some of the facwty members. She thinks at any school there are ones 

who will be cooperative and others who will be the laggards and the major 

·complainers. As she got to know the teachers better she was to know what to 

look for in the behaviors of those attending her inservice session. 

Miranda indicated she learned more about what school was really 

about than she anticipated. 

My view of what school was is what happened in my classroom. My 
expectation for this role was pretty much just working with teachers. 
But now. I know that what happens in my classroom is just minuscule 
and I realize that what happens in the classroom is big but it is just one, 
you know there are 150 teachers so it is lout of 150 and I find out that 
I have to view things a little bit more globally and then I also have to 
talk to the teachers and try to influence them so that their view 
becomes a little bit more broadened. In other words, try to look at 
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school from different perspectives rather than from that one perspective 
that we have as teachers. I think most teachers who don't do anything 
else except teach have a very narrow view of what education is. 

Miranda didn't expect to find teache.rs excited about the opportunity to 

talk to each other. She discovered that outside of the departments, teachers 

didn't interact with each other. 

Conditions of Support for Teacher Leaders. Miranda reported that the 

major support came from the principal. She started working with those staff 

members who came voluntarily to inservice. 

But then when we ran out of volunteers the principal said we could not 
wait until everyone volunteered. All members of the faculty had to be 
inserviced in language acquisition methodologies-so I conducted the 
inservices and tired to help teachers realize what their beliefs are and 
maybe kind of work with them into a way to change their beliefs in a 
very non-threatening way. 

Another source of support came again, from the principal. Miranda 

invited him to be part of a panel presentation at a national conference and he 

agreed. She also believed she had support from her colleagues. 

We started out as a group as the language acquisition and 
implementation team and we conducted inservices. There were about 
5 or 6 of us. They were heads of departments who realized that we 
had this need at our school and we put together a plan. But then we 
realized that we needed a full-time person to do that and they all 
decided I was the unanimous choice. And they've always supported 
me. And I found out that after the inservicing when I would go and ask 
them to do something or when I entered their classroom, there was a 
renewed respect. 

Miranda acknowledged that she didn't have instant support. Initially many 

teachers came to the sessions very angry. She met with each group four times 



before school started for an hour from 7:30 to 8:30 in the moming. Her 

classroom was on the third floor, and so the teachers had to walk up three 

flights of stairs to get there. According to Miranda, the first session was 

usually spent, "smoothing down the ruftles and letting them realize that 

everybody would end up at the fourth session as pretty good mends." 
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Metaphor for Leadership. Most of Miranda's beliefs about leadership 

were described by her metaphor. She said her metaphor would be gardening

hoeing, raking, planting, and watering to develop potential, then harvesting 

and planting again. She sees leadership like gardening, as an ongoing 

process. She believed that a leader is: 

I believe that a leader is a selfless person, someone who is not in it for 
the glory or accolades, but someone who sees something that needs 
doing-something that will benefit the masses-for the greater good. A 
leader is a servant of the people, one who serves. A leader helps to 
develop and nurture that potential. Finally, a leader has vision. That's 
why she is a leader because she knows or can forge a path into the 
required destination. 

Sara's Portrait 

Experience and BackgrOlmd, Sara teaches mathematics in a magnet 

middle school located in a large southwestern urban school district. She has a 

Bachelor's Degree in Physical Education and a Master's degree in Educational 

Administration. She began her career teaching Physical Education in a small 

rural school district and after one year moved to the larger district where she 

currently teaches eighth grade mathematics. The majority of her classroom 

experience to this point is in teaching Physical Education and coaching. She 

has been teaching at her present school for fifteen years. 
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What I find most interesting is that I have a major in physical education 
and minor in social studies, and I am teaching math. I went into 
teaching tt'te math four years ago and I taught three math classes and 
two PE classes. I threw out the textbook. The kids had already had 
seven years of a textbook and hated it. So I spent a half year teaching 
money and every aspect of money that we could find. The kids and I 
loved it. We dealt with all the math stuff but in a different form. It 
gave me an opportunity to take a risk with the new subject area. 

Sara indicated that for the most part, her leadership training was on the job, 

hands on. She also was very active in the local teachers' association and 

believes that the experience she gained from running for various offices 

helped her as a teacher-leader. 

Workplace. Sara describes her workplace as a "full-service" school 

that provides learning opportunities to all students. The school is a magnet 

school and the student population is believed to be fifty percent minority. 

The Anglo population is predominately the magnet students. Located in a 

low socio economic area of the city, the neighborhood has a high crime rate. 

The population has an income and housing range from single family dwellings 

with up to 16-17 people living in one house to homes with a value over 

$250,000. Sara reports, "We always have police officers around. On the 

night of Open House, you never go out to your car alone, you always go out 

in groups. What is really interesting is that you cannot detect these kinds of 

differences in the classroom." 

Sara is assigned to teach four classes and is given one period per day to 

run the school's noon time detention program. An additional, less formalized, 

role for Sara is the facilitator for the Integrated Thematic Instruction (ITI) 

team. In the detention program she worked primarily with students and 



parents of students who were assigned to detention. Her interaction with 

teachers came when she followed up on the students in the program. 
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This was a teacher generated and teacher run program so the buy in 
was very good. I didn't realize how much paperwork was involved or 
how difficult it was in getting students to do their detentions. I also 
didn't realize the time involved or the parent contact I would be 
making. 

As the facilitator for the ITI project Sara worked after school hours, on 

Saturdays, and in the summer with teachers who wanted to learn more about 

how to integrate the subjects they and their colleagues were assigned to 

teach. 

Preparation for Leadership. Sara indicated that her preparation for 

leadership came from her experience as a coach and in participating in sports 

while she was in college. 

I was the only freshman on the Women's Athletic Board and that 
really helped prepare me because I had to think about my responsibility 
to those I represented. I also was very active in the local, state, and 
national teachers' associations. For a period of six years I represented 
eight thousand teachers on the NEA Resolution Committee. Those 
experiences gave me some experience with leadership, but almost none 
of my coursework was helpful with the leadership role. 

Sara pointed out that she enjoys taking risks and believed that quality 

was helpful as she assumed more leadership at her school. Her coaching 

experience was another source of leadership training that Sara believed was 

important to her development. 

As a coach you have to be aware of the needs of the people around 
you, in this case my team. A coach can't just coach for the game, she 
has to coach the whole player, and that is like working with teachers, 
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you have to work with the "whole person." Sometimes we forget that. 
As a coach I was model for my players, so I had to be sure what they 
saw in me was quality. I think that is one of the roles a leader plays, a 
model of how we want others to be. 

Preconceptions about Leadership. In her reflections on leadership Sara 

said that a leader needs an idea, a vision of what is possible and must "love 

learning. " She also reported that it took someone who was willing to make 

mistakes and learn from them to be a leader. 

I was always encouraged to take risks and believe in myself. My own 
lifelong learning is a daily occurrence that allows me to share my 
experiences with my colleagues and my students. I believed in 
education and I believed I could make a difference. 

Sara's perception of her leadership role was that it was one of 

responsibility first. 

I had a responsibility to the staff to keep accurate records, to get back 
to them daily, to provide them with monthly attendance statistics, and 
model the behavior we wanted from them with the students. I also had 
the responsibility to the students to be fair and consistent and to the 
parents to provide them with communication. The only authority I had 
was to assign students to detention. Only the principal or the assistant 
principal could suspend. I had the full support of the principal to do 
whatever it took to make the program work. 

Sara had served in the position of the detention coordinator the 

previous semester but wasn't given a period off to do the job; she did the 

work after school. Her concern was: 

I didn't want to do the detention without the time to do it right and not 
take away from my classes. I also didn't realize the time involved or 
the parent contacts would be making. I hadn't thought about all the 
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paperwork and didn't really like having to spend so much time filling 
out forms and reports. 

She indicated that there was teacher support for her work because when some 

of the staff complained about her "free" period she offered to let them do the 

job and according to Sara, "there were no takers!" 

Anticipation of Role Responsibilities. Even though Sara reported she 

was fairly certain that she had the support of the principal, she did report 

some hesitation by some related to the role she had asswned. 

I felt like I had a lot of support from the principal especially since he 
made sure there was a free period for me to do the detention program. 
There were times that I felt that the assistant principal was not 
supportive, but I think he was just threatened because some of what I 
was doing he should have been doing. 

Sara was certain the staffwould be supportive of her role as detention 

coordinator, but wasn't sure of the additional less formal assignment as the 

facilitator for the Integrated Thematic Instruction project. 

I always thought the staff would be supportive of me in my role as the 
detention coordinator. I wasn't as sure about the ITI facilitator. I was 
a little worried about their reaction to the free time but once they saw 
that there was no "free" time they appreciated all the time I put in. As 
we moved toward the ITI project I let my classroom and my teaching 
speak for what I, as a teacher, was doing in my classroom. 

Sara said she felt sad that other teachers didn't experience the kind of positive 

relationship with the ITI project that she had. 

There has been some, but not much conflict and resistance, the nay 
sayers are there, the individuals who are afraid of change, and those 
who think ITI is just another fad that will eventually go away are all 
present and vocal. It is hard to talk to your peers and have them say 
that they can't do this or that in their classroom. What I really wanted 
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for them was for them to continue their own learning and model that for 
their students. But for the most part the majority of the staff were 
accepting and willing to experiment with new ideas. 

Believing that she could handle the resistance of SQme of her peers was part 

of the positive approach she took to her interactions with the staff. 

I believe I was fairly well prepared to handle the resistance, I spent a 
lot of time talking to people individually about ITI. I also talked a lot 
to the principal who was supportive, and to my friends who kept me 
grounded. I knew I was doing things that were good for students and 
for me that was the bottom line, and if my peers didn't like it, so be it. 

For a time Sara was the building representative to the teachers' association 

and she believed that gave her more credibility with the staff than some other 

staff members may have received. 

Sara had occasion to make presentations to the staff which she 

reported were difficult, but most of the staff were receptive and willing to 

participate. She indicated that because she was working with her students in 

her own classroom on ITI, the teachers were more willing to consider trying 

some different approaches to instruction. 

Conditions of Support for Teacher Leaders. The assessment by Sara 

was that the school day is not organized to support teachers in leadership 

roles. 

The day is structured to keep teachers isolated within their classrooms. 
There are individual schools that encourage leadership but they are 
few. I think that teachers don't always recognize the power they have 
and there are people in schools that want to keep it that way. But, 
teacher leaders will make things happen in spite of the pitfalls. 

Sara pointed out that she thought professional development supports teacher 

leadership. 
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The more knowledge teachers have the more they are able to grow and 
change and impact other teachers. A principal, or a district, that values 
teachers and their abilities will encourage teacher leadership to develop 
by allowing their creativity to be used and shared with other staff 
members. 

Sara shared that she thought the more opportunities staff members had to 

work together and share ideas and experiences the better the school could be 

become. She indicated that the true measure of an environment that is open 

to shared leadership is the support and encouragement given to risk taking. 

Metaphor for Leadership. When asked to define leadership using a 

metaphor Sara used "tessellation." She explained: 

As you look at M.e. Escher's work with tessellation you see many 
different images. When my students and I were working with 
tessellation, hands on and with computers, we were able to see many 
different things in every design. It is the same with leadership. A 
leader is perceived in many different ways by each individual person. 
One may see a listener, someone to bounce ideas around with. 
Another might see a person who is able to help with classroom 
management. Yet another might see an individual who is able to share 
his/her knowledge of instruction using the latest research in the field. 
Another might see someone who is able to approach the administration 
with ideas, concerns, and questions. Just as you see different images 
as you turn a tessellation and look at it from different angles, a leader 
has many different images to those who see herlhim. These images 
change from day to day or sometimes from hour to hour. 

Sara stated that her actions as a leader were guided by her personal history 

and understanding of the collective histories of her district, the community, 

and the school. She said it is her knowledge of all the background data that 

allows her to know the people with whom she works, and enables her to 

challenge herself and her colleagues to take risks. 
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Data Analysis and Discussion 

In this section, the content is organized by domains and themes that 

emerged as a result of the participant interviews. Spradley (1980) defines 

cultural themes as positions or postulates that guide behaviors which are 

either overt or covert. Using quotations from the profiles, I examined the 

domains and the cultural themes which appeared (see Figure 2). The data is 

examined, calling attention to the explicitly defined roles, perceptions of 

support, unmet expectations, characteristics that are common to all, and what 

needs to be done in preparing teachers to assume leadership roles. The 

domains and themes identified reveal questions that exist between the 

extremes of salient issues connected to teacher leadership. The teacher

leader is often caught between his/her own perceptions of leadership, the 

expectations of the administration, and the needs of colleagues. 

Figure 2. DATA DISPLA Y 

What do teachers 
How have teachers been What are teachers' anticipate will happen What are the contitions 

prepared to assume preconceptions about as a result of thelf that support and sustain 
leadership roles? leadership? transition from teacher leaders? 

practitioner to leader? 

~ ~ 
I Participants ResponseslMetaphors I 
~ I --..:::::::::: 

Domain Domain Domain Domain Domain 

Preparation for Qualities of Workplace Conceptions Collegial 
Leadership Teacher-Leaders about Leadership Relationships 

I I I I I 
Themes ~ Themes Themes Themes 

Risk Taking Positive Attitude Hierarchical Mode Credibilitv 
Communication Leading Conflict' Transition Self-confidence Ambiguity asNurtunng Growth 

Commiment to Educ. Isolation Community 
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Domain: Preparation for Leadership. The teacher-leader, in the cases 

examined, has not had formal preparation for a leadership role. Even though 

none of the four teachers in this study had the benefit of fonnalleadership 

development, each in her own way was willing to step out and take on a job 

that took her into unknown work with her colleagues. All agreed there was 

nothing in their teacher preparation that assisted in their teacher-leader role. 

There was a minimal amount of mentoring by colleagues and none found the 

role to be what they expected. Much of what these teachers knew about 

leadership came from reading, attending conferences, or some personal 

experience like coaching, for Sara. Each of these were reported as creating a 

knowledge base for the leadership role. Since these teachers did not want to 

be administrators, they did not see a need to learn about the management 

issues which they later discovered would have relevance to their teacher

leader positions. 

Included in this domain was the lack of preparation for assuming the 

role of the teacher-leader. Teachers were not prepared for the actual daily 

transition from the classroom to the added leadership role. The first theme 

that appears is a willingness to take a risk. According to comments by Ellen, 

Miranda,. and Molly respectively, "I learned about leadership in the school of 

hard knocks." "I did a lot of reading, and I am always educating myself." "I 

need more experience and training, I relied on my gut." Ellen, elaborated, "I 

didn't know how to write memos, set up meetings, write reports, or put 

together a task force, there was no training for this position at all. I was just a 

good ESL teacher and was adventurous enough to think I could do the job, 

maybe ignorance was a prerequisite." Sara, "My coaching helped prepare me 
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a little for the role, but none of my coursework was helpful with the 

leadership role. I am a risk-taker, and I think that helped me take leadership 

at my school." For Ellen, she had confirmation from her assistant principal 

that she was a risk-taker, "The nicest gift came from my assistant principal in 

the form of that familiar poem about risk taking that says something about 

' ... to laugh is to risk to appear a fool (sic)'. She said that I was one of the 

biggest risk takers at the school, and she was inspired by my commitment for 

the kids." 

The teacher-leaders' training in leadership was limited to their 

experience and willingness to work hard. Molly, "I have a willingness to 

work and I enjoy working and enjoy the people around me." Having the 

efficacy to take risks and a willingness to experiment with innovative 

practices is a theme that characterizes the conditions within the domain of 

leadership preparation. 

Transition is the second theme. It was difficult for the teachers in this 

study to transition from the classroom to the management and leadership 

functions. Miranda explained her situation, "Well first of all I have to have an 

adjustment period where I kind of have to clear my head because I think 

having two positions is very difficult to draw the line yet I know I have to 

draw the line and not let one job take up the whole day." Miranda pointed 

out, "I didn't like it because it is so fuzzy when I leave one job and I start 

another. It takes me a while to get done with teaching." Ellen talked about 

her process in this way, "On my way back to my office I'm still thinking about 

what we were doing in the classroom and how I can improve my teaching; 

and in the office I'm thinking about what we need to do to make instruction 
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more effective for other teachers." Sara talked about the time her additional 

job took, "I wanted to do the detention job right but not take away from my 

classes. I ended up doing the detention after school and during the designated 

lunch time." Molly feels that, "It's almost like changing gears. I have to say 

okay, I have to wear my hat, I have to change my clothes now, I have to 

change my personality a little bit. It's refoscusing on things that are much 

more tasky than working with my kids." The transition was somewhat 

problematic for each teacher, yet they each processed the transition in a way 

that met their individual needs. Flexibility was necessary as they made the 

transition out of the classroom and into their leadership role. 

Domain: Qualities of Teacher-Leaders. The teacher-leaders in this 

study discussed the qualities that were important to them as they functioned in 

their leadership roles. None has had formal leadership preparation yet they 

each came with a positive attitude, and a non-judgemental approach to 

working with and talking to their colleagues. They each valued learning and 

the opportunity.to share their knowledge with other teachers at their schools. 

An inviting, positive attitude and the ability to communicate with 

colleagues and a commitment to education are three important themes which 

emerged from the profiles of the teacher-leaders in this study. The first 

theme, inviting attitude, is conveyed by Molly, "I have a willingness to work 

and patience and I spend time just talking to people. I think I have a positive 

a~tude. I also think I am non:-judgmental, and I avoid something that is 

endemic in this district and that is gossiping and talking about other people. I 

try to always remain a neutral person. I think I'm positive and gentle, and I 

think those arc characteristics I use to function." Miranda added to the 
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theme, "One of the qualities that works for me is that people perceive me as 

non threatening. They told me that I am gentle but think it is gentle and firm. 

I can talk to them gently but they know that I mean it." Tht: theme appears in 

comments by Ellen, "You have to be able to communicate with people and 

articulate ideas in a way that is not too threatening but is exciting and 

interesting and will hook people into your ideas." Ellen also talked about 

being positive and said, "Maybe some charisma, and a sense of humor is an 

essential quality, if you don't have a sense of humor you are going to be 

miserable and so is everyone around you. " 

The second prominent theme is self-confidence. Miranda speaks of her ... 
freedom to admit her mistakes, "I don't know if it humble in that I will readily 

admit if I do not know something or if I failed at something, because I find 

that admitting to people that I failed makes the idea of trying new things less 

threatening. I am also very knowledgeable." Ellen comments, "I can't be 

quiet when I see something wrong or not as good as it could be, I want to see 

what we can do about it." Sara shared her confidence in this way, "Teacher

leaders will make things happen in spite of any pitfalls." 

A third theme found in this domain is a commitment to education. All 

four teacher-leaders are experienced teachers with between 12 to 20 years of 

teaching experience who entered the profession with the intent of providing 

students opportunities to learn and grow, Miranda, "I always wanted to be a 

teacher, I was nauU'ally drawn to a profession where learning was the core of 

the activity, " Ellen, "I felt I was my students' connection to a better life." 

Miranda, "I didn't want to be a high school principal, I didn't want to be an 

administrator. I just wanted to be a scholar." Sara, "I remember coming 
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home when I was 12 or 13 and telling my parents I wanted to be a teacher. I 

love teaching, there is nothing greater." Molly, "My students are important to 

and I didn't want them to suffer from not being with them." The incentives 

for working with students and working in the profession were imbedded in 

each teacher's desire to improve student learning and provide opportunities to 

students so that they could improve their quality of life. 

In each case the teacher-leader had a desire to be part of teaching as a 

profession. Each had come into the profession with the expressed intent of 

working with students to help them grow and learn. In the case of Miranda, 

"I've taught most of my life I can let teaching take over my life." The role of 

teacher is a part of each teacher's identity. In the case of Ellen, she regards 

the teacher's role as providing "a connection to a better life. " 

All four teachers indicated that they entered the profession so that they 

could create opportunities for children to improve their quality life. Each was 

committed to the profession and expressed no desire to engage in a career 

other than teaching. The themes expressed have distinct characteristics and 

shared outcomes, while qualities identified have the capacity to produce a 

climate of open and positive communication among colleagues. 

Domain: Workplace. Although the teachers in this study each had a 

leadership role, the schools where they worked were characterized by a 

. hierarchical model of the principal being in charge and others within tlte 

structure taking direction from him/her. Each teacher-leader had contact with 

the principal or an assistant principal who gave them some direction about 

their leadership role, but did not articulate specifically the expected outcome. 

There also was no indication by the administration about how the faculty 
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should be involved. Further, there was no information discussed with the 

teachers about how to monitor implementation by the faculty of the 

information being presented in various workshops and meetings by the 

teacher-leaders. The teacher-leaders knew they needed the support from the 

administration to do the job, what was unclear was how the role, teacher

leader, connected to the vision for the school and how to gain support from 

colleagues. There was a minimal amount of information given to the faculty 

relative to the purpose of the role the teacher-leaders. The teachers in this 

study wrote their own job descriptions after they had functioned in the 

position for a period of time. 

Several themes emerged from the workplace domain. One is a strong 

sense that the structural model for the schools in this study is hierarchical, 

with the administration being "in charge." The second theme is an intense 

feeling of ambiguity by the teacher-leaders about their assigned roles. A third 

theme relative to the workplace (school) is isolation. 

As for the hierarchical model, Molly, "I was doing what the principal 

directed me to do." In the case of Miranda, "The principal required all the 

assistant principals to come to my workshops." In other instances there was a 

direction to assume the responsibility but as Ellen reported, "There is a huge 

division and lack of understanding and appreciation between teachers and 

administrators." In the case of Miranda, she looked at the principal's 

direction as support, "The program was mandated by the principal and that 

was major support." Molly explained, "I discovered that I had responsibility 

and autonomy but no authority." Despite the fact that there appeared to be 

some flexibility for the teacher-leaders as they performed the tasks assigned 
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to them, the primary direction came from the principal or administration of the 

school. 

Further imbedded in the workplace was the abiguity about what was 

expected of the teacher-leader and the staff. There was the idea that direction 

came from the administrator of the school to the teacher-leader but did not 

extend to the faculty. According to Ellen, "I'm not sure what the faculty's 

perception was of what I was supposed to be doing." Apparent in the 

conversations with the teachers was a lack of clarity about who was held 

accountable for the results of programs presented by the teacher-leader. 

Molly, "Teachers are not held accountable by the administration for 

implementing strategies into their practice presented in staff development 

sessions I facilitated." In another instance there was evidence that the 

teacher-leader, although willing to accept added responsibilities, received 

unclear messages about what the new role was to encompass. In the case of 

Ellen, "After I'd been in the job for two years I was asked to write my own 

job description: it was very scary." For Molly, she assumed three different 

positions, department chair, coordinator for Advanced Placement, and 

coordinator of the literacy across the curriculum, "I had three jobs and I just 

did all three together, about half-way through the semester the principal called 

me and said he needed a job description for my position. " 

In a way the lack of direction and support from the administration 

encouraged an attitude of independence on the part of the teachers. As Molly 

reported, "I've become more independent and I'm going on and doing things 

that I think are right." In one way, there was direction from the 

administration that the position be created and fimction, but the specifics of 
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the process seemed to be directed by the teacher-leaders, such as Molly's 

experience, "He does not give me direction. I tell him what I'm going to do 

and he approves it or not and then I tell him why I think we're going to do 

that, why I think it is important." The case of Sara was somewhat different in 

_ that she felt support from the principal and the staff, "I felt like I had a lot of 

support from the principal, especially since he made sure there was a period 

for me to do the detention program. The teachers were very supportive. 

This was a teacher generated and teacher run program so the buy in was very 

good." This comment is in sharp contrast to those of the other three teachers 

in my study. The importance of this difference is discussed in Chapter 5. 

Isolation is a recurrent theme connected to the discussion of the 

workplace. According to Ellen, "I feel separated from the information that 

would help me make decisions for my department. The budgeting process is 

top secret; I have no clue how much money is allotted to each of the 

departments. I think teacher-leaders should be on the inside loop of the 

school to monitor the pulse of the faculty as well as give input for the quality 

improvement and decision-making." This theme appears when Molly 

comments on her perspective of her role and its connection the bigger picture 

of the school, "At first I didn't see it and when we had our sessions it became 

clear one of the things that people were grateful for, was the opportunity to 

talk to each other. Outside of the departments, people didn't interact with 

each other." Sara indicated that, "The day is structured to keep teachers 

isolated within their classrooms." The issue of time was related to the 

isolation according to Molly, "Teachers need more time to work together, one 

hour a day is not much." Miranda said, "Teachers stayed mostly to 
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themselves and didn't know much about what other teachers in the school or 

in the district were doing with students. " 

The lack of time to work together, the confusion about what the job is 

expected to produce, and the absence of direction from the administration all 

contributed to the themes discussed within the workplace domain. 

Domain: Conceptions about Leadership. The ultimate goal and 

interest of the teacher-leader was concern for the educational process rather 

than an opportunity to move "up" within the organization. Their commitment 

to the learning process kept them connected to issues that had impact on the 

work with students. The focus of the interest in working with their colleagues 

was to share their knowledge of content or an instructional strategy which 

their colleagues would find beneficial in their work with students. The 

teacher-leaders in this study also hoped to mediate the situation in which 

students were blamed for their deficiencies by teachers who did not have the 

knowledge to respond in other, more appropriate ways when students were 

not successful. 

Along with the commitment to the educational process, these teacher

leaders were convinced they could have an impact on their colleagues, as well 

as their school, that would improve the learning opportunities for students. 

There was a sense of frustration by what the teachers saw as school-wide 

polices that hurt, rather than supported, students as they worked toward 

achieving their potential. 

Nurturing their colleagues and a commitment to helping them is a 

theme that runs through all of the discussions with the teachers in this study. 

Molly states, "I think a good leader is a person who has the ability to see the 
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best in other people." Ellen indicated, "leaders must have faith that all people 

have value, deserve respect, and can be one's teacher." Miranda said, "I 

believe a leader is a selfless person, someone who is not in it for the gl9ry or 

accolades, but someone who sees something that needs doing something that 

benefits the masses for the greater good. Molly says, "I saw myself as 

helping them. A leader helps to develop and nurture potential." Sara 

indicated, "A good leader has the ability to see the best in other people and be 

able to pull the best out of others." Ellen added additional insight into the 

role the teacher-leader plays in working with their colleagues, "Leaders must 

affirm the dignity, creativity, and skillfulness of those participating in the 

process to form a collaborative, effective and powerful organization." 

The word education comes from the Latin word, educatus. Another 

source for education is the French word, educere, which means "to lead 

forth." As I examined the comments by the teacher-leaders I determined they 

were talking about leading and educating as being, for them, synonymous. 

Each of these teachers wanted to allow people to develop to their full 

potential and to find their strengths in their practice. The theme develops 

from their sense of commitment to their colleagues and not the thought, as a 

teacher-leader, that they were in a "higher" position. What was important 

was supporting their colleagues for their knowledge and emphasizing the 

value of the individual as they connected to the broader picture ofthe school. 

Ellen commented that, "Staying in the same place is not leading, so I guess 

there needs to be some kind of tenacity because it takes a long time to 

change. I think if you follow the steps carefully and you treat people with 

respect and you listen and you process and you make time for input, you can 
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reach consensus and then have a change that will really impact people, kids 

and teachers." Molly saw herself as a source of infonnation, "I wanted to be 

a resource to them, to help them do their work." For Sara, "I wanted to do 

something beyond a classroom teacher because I though I could make a 

difference." Ellen simply like working with her peers, "I loved working with 

adults, I thought this job would be fun." In sharing her observations Miranda 

said, "You don't impose but you provide an atmosphere where people can 

kind of bloom and you kind of gently prod." 

Recurrent across the participant comments in this domain was the 

concern and commitment each teacher-leader had to working as a resource 

for their colleagues so they could have a more positive impact on student 

growth and learning. 

Domain: Collegial Relationships. Developing a positive relationship 

with their colleagues required much time, effort, and creative thinking on the 

part of the teacher-leaders. Although each of the four teacher-leaders had 

worked with the teachers at their schools for a number of years, the 

interactions that occurred as a result of their leadership role created a new set 

of experiences and challenges. All of the schools had large faculties and in 

their capacity as a teacher, the participants did not actually have close 

working relationships with many staff members. The leadership roles were 

designed to provide staff development to others, or to coordinate and manage 

specific school-wide programs. Little thought and planning was given to the 

fact that functioning in these positions would require an enonnous amount of 

time working closely with the entire school faculty. Teacher-leaders created 

their own support systems and mechanisms for handling the overt and covert 
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this domain. Credibility, conflict, growth, and community punctuate the 

discussions with the teacher-leaders. 
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Conflict resulted as the teachers facilitated staff development events for 

the staff. According to Miranda, "I think the revelation came with I had to 

work with people who were not necessarily interested. I thought this was 

going to be a piece of cake until I had inserviced the people who didn't want 

to be inserviced." Molly revealed, "I was a little prepared for the opposition 

except at times I was surprised because sometimes I got opposition from 

people I hadn't expected to." From another perspective Ellen shared, "I think 

being a leader of your peers doesn't even make sense, it's a fine line to walk 

because I want the teachers to see me as a colleague and that's how I see 

myself, as more of a teacher." Sara found various sources of conflict and 

resistance, "The nay sayers, those who are afraid of change, those think it is a 

trend that will go away, and then those who are going to retire soon. It is 

hard to talk to your peers and be excited when they don't want to try things in 

their classroom." In the beginning Molly reported "It was them against me. 

It was awful and I tried to go slowly and cautiously and not offend them. I 

didn't want them to think I was threatening in any way and wanted them to 

accept me." At the beginning of her project and work with teachers Miranda 

reported, "Most of them came in very angry. The first session I usually spent 

smoothing down the ruftles and letting them realize that everybody would end 

up at the fourth session as pretty good friends." In the case of Ellen, her 

conflict was described in this way, "It was very strange, I'm not used to 

having colleagues line up against me." She continued with a long explanation 
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of how the conflict with one teacher affected her, " I was just going to take 

over the school all by myself knowing full well what the teachers needed to 

do and of course, their reaction was not very positive. The other person who 

applied for the job had been at the school a long time and actively 

Wldermined a lot of what I did and worked against me." Sara reflected on her 

experience with the staff by saying, "I was a little worried about their reaction 

to the free period I was getting, but once they saw that there was no 'free' time 

I think they appreciated all the time I put in." Opposition and conflict were 

present in the initial phase of the teacher-leaders interactions with their 

colleagues and continued to plague their efforts at change. 

Gaining credibility with colleagues is a strong theme across the 

interviews. A sub-theme related to the issue of credibility is trust. The 

teacher-leaders in this study worked to gain the trust of their colleagues so 

that the staff development activities they were presenting would be accepted 

and then applied to their practice. Miranda stresses that, "Getting in this role 

I realized, there are a few more of us who are responsible for these students 

and maybe we need to work together a little bit better. Working with the 

other teachers I learned that in some way we had to become a team." The 

greatest advantage the teacher-leader has is the time spent in the classroom. 

Miranda explains her perspective on gaining credibility, "There is a very 

strong relationship because what works for me in my leadership role is that I 

can tell teachers that rve used these strategies in my classroom and that they 

work, and they can actually come into my classroom and see the strategies 

being implemented." Ellen says, "I don't judge my colleagues because it's so 

hard to be a good teacher and I think being in the classroom makes me a 
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much better coordinator." Sara also believes her time in the classroom in 

critical to her work with her colleagues, "I let my classroom and my teaching 

speak for what I, as a teacher, am doing in my classroom. By modeling what 

can be done with students, it made talking about to the staff easier because 

they had seen it in,my class." Molly talked about her experience, "I had to 

go vel)' slowly and try to let them know that I wanted to work with them and 

help them and encourage them instead of talk down to them and it's hard to 

_ talk to your peers." The process of gaining the trust was valued by the 

teacher-leaders and they took the necessary time to allow it to build. "I 

worked so hard and tried to establish this relationship with these people and I 

felt that just in my first year I had made some headway," was how Molly 

described her process to establish trust and gain credibility. 

The teacher-leaders can use their classroom experiences as a source of 

support for what they propose to their colleagues; which provides them with 

the credibility needed to build the strong relationship necessary to foster 

change at the school. In an additional comment Ellen says, "Teachers are not 

team players, teachers are gods in their classrooms. I know how to run a 

classroom and control a bunch of kids, but I did not know how to cooperate, 

and be a good peer, where would I learn that? The potential for conflict 

exists and is almost endemic to the process of recognizing teachers as leaders 

of their colleagues. 

Growth, personal and professional, was a theme that came from the 

teacher leaders. Miranda talked about her own learning, "I think it came from 

being put into the classroom at age 15 and having to learn how to teach. I 

don't think I ever perfected it and I keep looking for newer ways of doing it 
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so that I can feel re~dly good about what I an doing." Molly said, "I think this 

experience was a great opportunity to mature as a person. " Sara contends 

that "Professional development supports teachers. The more knowledge 

teachers have the more they are able to grow and change and impact others." 

Molly thinks "I need more experience, I can only go so far with what I have, . 

but in order to really dig in and make significant differences I need to learn 

more about leadership and working with my colleagues." Sara shared her 

perspective, "What I really wanted for them was for them to continue their 

own learning and model that for their students." In speaking of her own 

personal growth and reward Miranda says, "I get a lot of pleasure out of 

working with teachers and I knew that one of the things that I would like to 

do eventually is train teachers." 

The need to develop community was an undercurrent of the discussion 

within the collegial relationships domain. These comments are from Ellen, "I 

guess I've learned the hard way that the traditional "top-down" mandate form 

ofleadership is not only not effective, but also hazardous to one's health. " 

She elaborated on the connection to the staff at the school, "Leaders must 

have faith that all people have value, deserve respect, and can be one's 

teacher. Leaders must affirm the dignity, creativity and skillfulness of those 

they lead to form a collaborative, effective and powerful organization." 

Molly sees that her role as teacher-leader, "Necessitates the ability to 

collaborate and work well with others. The leader must empower the group 

so each person has a commitment to growing." In her comments Miranda 

indicated that all teachers need to take a more global view of what happens in 

schools. She says, "With this role what happens in my classroom is just 
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minuscule and I realize that what happens in the classroom is big, but it is just 

one classroom. I try to talk to the teachers and try to influence them so that 

their view becomes a little bit more broadened." She explained that she tries 

to get teachers to look at school from a different perspective. She said she 

thinks most teachers have "a vel)' narrow view of education." In other 

comments Ellen conveyed that "tiny steps have been made in a positive 

direction and I celebrate our successes while plotting the next incremental 

steps on our path." Her sense is that there is hope for change and she 

recognizes that it is a slow process. 

In further discussion regarding teacher-leaders, the participants 

commented on what it would take to develop a community that would be 

supportive of teacher leadership. Ellen indicated that a school that was 

organized for site based management would have been extremely helpful. 

She said, "Working in a collaborative environment of shared administrative 

duties and policy decisions would have provided an excellent template for 

teacher leadership." She also said, "We need to provide ways to reward 

master teachers other than moving them into administrative positions, where 

many of their excellent teaching skills will rarely be utilized to improve the 

quality of teaching in their own building." Miranda explained that in a 

community the teachers wouldn't see "what I present as new knowledge, but 

as an extension of what they already know." Sara stated that a climate that 

supports professional development is important to schools, "A principal, and 

a district, that values hislher staff and their abilities will encourage teachers to 

grow and allow their creativity to be shared with the staff." 
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Summary 

The findings of this chapter revealed numerous cultural themes that 

appear across the four teacher-leader cases. These themes were embedded in 

the domains of preparation for leadership, qualities of teacher-leaders, 

workplace, conceptions ofleadership, and collegial relationships. Despite the 

fact that the teacher-leaders in this study were ill prepared to confront the 

demands of change and the stresses of interacting with their colleagues, they 

were committed to making a difference at their schools for the expressed 

purpose of improving opportunities for students to learn. There were not 

widespread resources for facilitating collaboration with their colleagues, or 

for providing staff development. It seems that the approach to school reform 

using teachers to lead the way conflicts with the hierarchical structure of the 

schools involved. The schools in this study were characterized by isolation 

and conflict. Even though the teacher-leaders had qualities which could 

contribute to establishing collaborative environments, collaboration and 

cooperation was not the norm. The administration of the schools created an 

atmosphere of ambiguity which lead to confusion for the teacher-leaders 

about what outcomes were expected of them and how those outcomes would 

be assessed. 

What is clear from these findings, is that the role of teacher-leader 

requires substantive preparation and development at the school. The school, 

context must be open to teacher-leadership and conditions which support and 

sustain teacher growth and development must be present. The issues 

uncovered throughout this discussion will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 5 

Discussion: Themes and Implications 

This study examined the role of teacher leaders in schools, the 

background teachers bring to leadership positions, and the responses of 

teacher-leaders who move into leadership roles during the course of one 

school day. To accomplish this purpose it was necessary to discover teacher

leaders' preconceptions about leadership and what happens to the 

preconceptions in the transition. For the purposes of this study it was 

important to determine what conditions at schools support teacher leadership. 

This study was guided by the following questions. 

1. How have teachers been prepared to assume leadership roles? 

2. What are teachers' preconceptions about leadership? 

3. What do teachers anticipate will happen as a result of their 

transition from practitioner to leader? 

4. What are the conditions that support and sustain teacher leaders? 

Themes 

Through the analysis of cultural domains a number of dominant themes 

emerged that are discussed in this chapter. The order of their presentation is 

not related to their importance. Additionally, some themes overlap and 

integrate with others discussed. Although some of the themes are distinct to 

teacher-leaders, other themes extend into broader conditions within the 

educational community, specifically schools and districts. 

Each of the four teacher-leaders in this study had distinct roles, 

specifically designed for their schools. What was apparent across the four 



cases was that despite the differences of the assigned role, there were 

common issues which are represented in the discussion of the themes. 
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Readiness for Leadership. All four of the teacher-leaders discussed 

their lack of preparation for a leadership role. Their preparation to work with 

their colleagues appeared to lack a significant knowledge base related to 

leadership theory and practice. None of them had experience in working 

coUaboratively with their colleagues. In the case of Ellen, her idea of leading 

was "Whacking people over the head but that didn't seem to work very well." 

There was not a repertoire of strategies available to them that infonned their 

interactions with their colleagues. 

Additionally, none of them had much experience with the change 

process. Their approach to change was to go slowly so that their colleagues 

would be accepting of their efforts. What resulted were painful situations 

characterized by conflict and resentment. All teachers in the study agreed 

there was nothing in their teacher preparation that assisted in their teacher

leader role. Miranda believed that in a small way the process of learning to 

teach had helped her learn to lead. 

A sub-theme which emerged is risk taking. All four teachers reported 

that a dominant characteristic of their personal belief about leadership was 

that each was a risk-taker. The contention was that to step into a role that 

required interactions with colleagues in non-traditional ways required 

someone who had self-confidence and the ability to accept failure as feedback 

rather than defeat. Each teacher in this study modeled experimenting with 

innovative practices for their colleagues. What was missing from this 
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equation was the support from the school administration to sustain innovative 

practices. 

Support for Teacher Leadership. Support from the school 

administration for the role of teacher-leader was problematic. It was apparent 

that the administrators were uncertain about how to support teacher 

leadership and lacked knowledge of the change process, which could have 

assisted them in figuring out what was happening with their faculty. There 

was little or no vision for what the teacher-leaders were expected to do at 

their schools. In three of the four cases each teacher was asked to write her 

own job description after she had been in the position for several months. 

The fourth teacher in the study was very clear about her role because the 

program was teacher generated and teacher run. It was the administration, 

according to Molly, that had to set the climate for teachers to work in 

different ways with their colleagues. Another issue raised was the need to 

make the time for teachers to work with each other. Before and after school 

in forty minute blocks of time were not adequate for teachers to develop a 

sustainable staff development component. Shared among all the teachers was 

the conviction that the administration was responsible for creating a climate 

which allowed the teacher-leaders to reach their potential. 

The workplace did not offer a structure that was supportive of teacher 

leadership. None of the four schools have flexible schedules which allow for 

teacher collaboration. In addition, there was no mechanism in place which 

supported teachers as in implementing strategies into their practice, which 

were presented by the teacher-leader at staff development sessions. There 

was the idea expressed that every administrator should be in a classroom, 
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teaching, on a regular basis, so that he/she could maintain a sense of the 

realities of teaching. No school in the study practiced this strategy. 

Furthermore, there was no mentoring for the teacher-leader. Other than 

informal conversations with fiiends, there was no formal opportunity for the 

teacher-leaders to learn about their leadership role. Sara pointed out that 

professional development was what supported teacher leadership. She also 

indicated that the school day is not organized to support 

professional development. Sara's comment was, "The day is structured to 

keep teachers isolated within their classrooms. " 

Community. A major conflict which emerged is centered on the issue 

of a hierarchical system versus the concept of school as community. This 

discussion of teacher leadership is undergirded a belief in participatory 

decision making. Yet, the schools in this study are hierarchical systems. The 

principal was the ultimate decision maker. With the exception of Sara, none 

of the teacher-leaders participated in decision making at their school. Molly 

indicated that she had responsibility but no authority. Ellen had a similar 

response when she said, "I think working in a school with site-based 

management would have been extremely helpful. Working in a collaborative 

environment of shared administrative duties, and policy decisions would have 

provided an excellent template for my future tasks as a coordinator." All 

teachers indicated that basic knowledge of working cooperatively would have 

been helpful. 

Teachers in this study expressed a feeling of isolation. All indicated 

that what became clear, from working with their colleagues, was the 

appreciation of the opportunity to network and talk to each other. The 
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common thread was the belief that teachers need more time to work together. 

Miranda commented on her situation, "Teachers stayed mostly to themselves 

and didn't know much about what other teachers in the school or in the 

district were doing with students." 

The lack of time to work together, the failure to provide opportunities 

for teachers to be included in the decision-making process, and a hierarchical 

structure demonstrate that there is not a climate that promotes the concept of 

school as community. 

Peer Relationships. Establishing positive relationships with peers took 

much time and energy on the part of the teacher-leaders which they had not 

anticipated. Despite the lack of direction from the administration, the 

teacher-leaders had a very clear indication from their colleagues that their role 

was not, to give them (the stafl) direction. Ellen shared her reflections on 

working with her peers, "I think being a leader of your peers doesn't even 

make sense ... " All reported that they spent much of the initial contact with 

their colleagues trying not to appear like a leader and "smoothing down the 

ruflles." The issue of trust was the predominant concern for the teachers. 

The fact that each teacher-leader continued to teach made a significant 

difference to their colleagues, as they worked in the staff development 

sessions. Because each teacher-leader was teaching, and could refer to their 

own students in the context of the sessions, they were able to overcome the 

initial opposition from their colleagues. All four teachers agreed that their 

classroom experiences made teachers more willing to accept their 

recommendations. 
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A paradox exists within this discussion, because even though the 

teachers say their relationship with their peers is positively influenced by their 

teaching, the teachers all reported they did not want their students to suffer as 

a result of the additional duties they had assumed. It appeared that the 

released time was significant to the change process of the school, while at the 

same time, the student contact time was equally significant to the relationship 

with their peers. An additional issue for the teacher-leaders was the actual 

transition out of the classroom and into the leadership role. They had no 

model for how to make the shift, and found the process problematic. It was 

difficult for the teachers to transform their thinking from working with 

students to working with adults. Related to the issue of working with adults, 

knowledge of the adult learning theory was absent from these teachers' 

repertoire of strategies. 

Assumptions about Leadership. Each of these cases illustrates that the 

role of the teacher-leader is facilitated based on a set of assumptions and 

attitudes held by the teacher-leader. It seems that the perception of the 

teacher-leaders was that the function of the teacher leadership role, was to 

support the teaching and learning process at the school. The focus of the 

teacher-leaders was to share their knowledge of content, or instructional 

strategies, which their colleagues would find beneficial in their work with 

students. Additionally, the teacher-leaders indicated that their role was to 

bring out the best in others and nurture and support professional growth for 

everyone, including themselves. Molly wanted to be "a resource to them, to 

help them do their work." It seems the attitude conveyed by the teachers in 
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their COIThiients about leadership was the concern for learning and growing for 

students, as well as teachers. 

Professional D.evelopment. Although teaching is a profession built on 

learning, it seems teachers find it conflicting to be learners, and more 

specifically, to learn from each other. Each of the teacher-leaders in this 

study were responsible for facilitating staff development sessions at their 

school. Conflict and resistance characterized many of the descriptions given 

about the experiences of the teacher-leaders, as they interacted with their 

peers in the staff development activities. Sara indicated that, "Professional 

development supports teachers. The more knowledge teachers have the more 

they are able to grow, change and impact others. What I really wanted was 

for them to continue their own learning and model that for their students. " 

In the past the model for staff development was to bring someone in 

from outside the school or district to deliver information. Important to 

understand in this discussion, is that this is not an effective avenue for staff 

development. In the current discussion of staff development the model that is 

supported by evidence of change, is one that is embedded in the workplace, 

and facilitated by professionals from inside the school rather than outside. 

Perhaps the issue that surfaces and is problematic, is the realization that 

teachers do not accept their peers as experts. 

Implications 

All of these themes lead me to present a set of issues regarding teacher 

leadership. The dominant implication is focused on the change required to 

move from teacher to teacher-leader. 
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Issue Number One. How do teacher leaders learn about and apply the 

change process as they begin their work with colleagues? 

. Although change is a common thread that runs throughout educational 

refonn, few teachers have a practical understanding of the change process. 

This was the case with the teachers in this study. Despite the fact that each 

teacher-leader was intimately involved in a change effort at their respective 

schools, none of the four were prepared to facilitate the range of attitudes and 

behaviors each encountered in their leadership positions. The change 

literature is very clear (Fullan, 1993), that change is a process which occurs 

over time, and unless those involved in the process understand how to 

manage change and develop strategies to sustain innovations reform efforts 

will fail. What was apparent from this study was that Fullan's (1993) first 

lesson of change, which says the course of change must be charted by those 

involved in the process, was not applied. 

Issue Number Two. Under what conditions are teachers prepared to 

lead their colleagues? 

The concept of teacher leadership is relatively new to the discussion of 

school reform. As a result of their experiences, all four of these teacher

leaders defined their role as a teacher-leader in different and more complex 

terms. They were willing to assume the role a change agent that helped 

create a climate which promoted learning and sustained innovation yet, 

change was not apparent in their schools. There was a lack of clarity and a 

higb level of ambiguity associated with the teacher-leader roles examined in 

this study. It seems that the teachers in this study did not view teaching as a 

profession in which teacher leadership was the expected norm. Critical to 
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preparing teachers to assume leadership positions are the factors outlined by 

Darling-Hammond (1988) which view teaching as a profession. In her 

recommendations Darling-Hammond suggests that schools use all the talents 

teachers bring. It is through broadening our view of what teachers do that we 

can produce better schools. In schools, all members of the staff and 

community have a shared obligation to lead. 

Issue Number Three. How can teacher-leaders create opportunities for 

teachers to become reflective practitioners within the context of their 

workplace? 

Creating schools as the center for inquiry or as learning communities is 

a concept that is leading the debate about school improvement and school 

reform. Inquiry and reflective practice were missing from the schools in this 

study. There did not appear to be resources allocated which would promote 

reflection and reflection was not embedded in the job of the teacher-leader. It 

is imperative that the school, as the workplace, becomes the focus of staff 

development. If professional development is to be effective, there must be 

ownership by those involved in the process. The goal is for everyone at the 

school to benefit from professional development opportunities and become 

reflective about their practice. Past practice in staff development was to 

disconnect the staff development from the real needs of the teachers who 

were considered 'targets' of staff development (Full an, 1990; Little, 1990.) 

School improvement is dependent upon the skills and abilities of individual 

teachers (McLaughlin, 1991). 

Issue Number Four. How can teacher-leaders undermine the 

traditional hierarchical model of leadership to create community? 
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Conflicting models for schools emerged from this study. The concept 

of the teacher-leader is congruent with participatory leadership and shared 

decision making. The teachers and schools in this study were so attached to 

the hierarchical model that just the mere fact that teachers assumed leadership 

roles did not change the structure. Community building offers stakeholders 

the opportunity to take a meaningful role in the school. Authentic 

collaborative work involves more than sharing ideas or providing assistance 

to another colleague. It means that the goal is for everyone to benefit. 

According to Barth (1990), in schools where there are norms for collegiality 

and teachers are routinely expected to have shared dialogue and discussion 

with their colleagues, there is the capacity to become a "community of 

learners." However, community building cannot be a "top down" effort. The 

hierarchical approach to leadership does not fit with the notion of schools as 

community. 

Issue Number Five. Under what conditions are teacher-leaders able to 

work collaboratively with their colleagues to reduce teacher isolation and 

promote continuous improvement? 

Creating a culture that is supportive of teacher leadership developed as 

an issue for the teacher-leaders in this study. The schools in this study did 

not have a culture that was supportive of teacher-leaders. The role was 

created without a vision or a set of expectations for results. As stated by the 

participants, there was responsibility but no authority. Rosenholtz (1989), 

identified three workplace conditions that appear to be congruent with 

support for teacher leadership. First, she argues that if teachers feel 

empowered, they will feel it is their efforts that produce student growth and 
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development. Second, she indicates that teachers need learning opportunities 

in order to feel a sense of growth which then gives them a sense of control 

over their environment (classroom or school). Finally, teachers need psychic 

rewards in order to continue to make meaningful contributions to their school. 

None of the conditions listed were present in the schools in this study. Little 

(1982), suggests that a norm of continuous improvement promotes analysis, 

evaluation, and experimentation, which leads to a stronger connection 

between teaching and learning. 

Contained within these five issues are distinct responsibilities and 

shared purposes for teacher education, district induction programs, staff 

development departments in school districts, and individual schools. Teacher 

preparation programs need to incorporate the moral purpose of education and 

change agentry. These changes must impact both the institution and the 

individual at the same time. 

Inquiry is necessary so that teachers establish norms, habits, and 

techniques necessary for continuous learning (Fullan, 1993). Teacher-leaders 

and schools must model life-long learning for students, and schools must 

become communities of learners (Barth, 1990). Mastery calls for effective 

teacher education and career-long professional development. The belief is 

that teachers will increase their effectiveness, through more in-depth 

understanding, so that they can determine where new ideas fit, as well as 

identify innovations. Collaboration must be present in schools because there 

is a limit to what we can learn if we keep to ourselves (Fullan & Hargreaves, 

1991). Learning organizations promote collaboration and thrive on the 

collective knowledge of its members. 
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Fullan (1993), recommends that colleges of education redesign their 

programs so that they continue to develop beginning teachers' knowledge for 

effective teaching and a knowledge base for the changing conditions that 

affect teaching. Professionalism of teaching is on the brink of major change. 

Skills in leadership and change agentry are of no less importance than 

knowledge of teaching and content. It is the lack of opportunities for 

leadership for teachers that elevates the position of the principal. Action is 

required which will link teacher preparation and teacher professional 

development for leadership. 

Summary 

The literature on change, professional development, school as 

community, and teacher leadership stresses the importance of collegial 

relationships, shared decision making, collaboration, and reflective practice. 

Framed within the discussion of teacher-leadership, it is critical to give 

serious consideration to the issues raised as a result of this study. It seems 

these five issues are the areas which should be the focus of future research. 

Professional development and collegial exchange and interaction, must be the 

overarching dialogue associated with teacher leadership. 

Teacher-leaders continually face the challenge of figuring out what is 

going on in their classroom, in their school and in their district. The question 

that drives their behavior in many instances is, "What can they do. about it?" 

The issues are complex and punctuated by various levels of change which 

exist in their educational lives. The dynamics of the interactions with their 

students, their administrators and their colleagues present a series of 

challenges as well as successes. Additional complications such as complaints 
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from parents, district policies, state mandates, family and community issues, 

are injected into the already full agenda of the teacher-leaders. 

In diagnosing the situations that teacher-leaders encounter every day, 

consideration must be given to the relationships that exist between and among 

the staff and administration at the school, the preparation given to teachers for 

leadership roles, and the conditions that support and sustain teacher-

. leadership. All these issues must be considered in the larger context of the 

change process and school renewal. 
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NAlJE ___________________ SITE ____________________ __ 

GRADE(S) TAUGHT _____ _ 

1. Please describe your teaching schedule. 

2. In addition to your teaching schedule, describe other roles you have, or 
have had, at your school. 

3. Please indicate how many hours per week you are allotted to fulfill your 
out-of-the-classroom duties. Are you compensated, if so how, for any 
time beyond the regular 7 112 hour day? 

4. Please describe your interpretation of the jobs you do at school in 
addition to your regular teaching schedule. 

5. How long have you been working in your current role? 

6. Describe the different leadership roles you have had within your teaching 
career. 
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